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U.S. Flag Hoisted Today
Above Embassy In China
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
PEKING (AP) —Treasury Secretary
W. Michael Blumenthal hoisted the
American flag above the first U.S.
Embassy on the Chinese mainland
since 1049 today as the Chinese and
American governments completed the
process of establishing normal
diplomatic relations.
China was to raise its liaison office in
Washington to embassy status with a
similar ceremony later in the day. The
U.S. Embassy in Taiwan was closed
simultaneously with the Peking
ceremony. But there was little fanfare
in either Peking or Washington,
reflecting the strains that have
developed because of the Carter ad-
ministration's outspoken opposition to
the Chinese invasion of Vietnam on
Feb. 17.
Blumenthal, representing President
Carter, told a crowd of 300 in front of the
building that has housed the US.
Liaison Office since it opened in 1973:'
"For too long our peoples and our
governments have been separated.
That separation has ended. Our
histories and our political and economic
systems are different yet we can trade
together and we can work together for a
better world."
A phonograph played "The Star-
Spangled Banner," a dozen American
children sang "America the Beautiful"
and the noise of firecrackers added a
Chinese touch.
The crowd included American and
Chinese employees of the embassy and
their families and about 100 American
businessmen. About 200 other Chinese
stood across the street watching
quietly.
Chinese officials were not invited to
the ceremony, reportedly because the
Chinese did not invite American of-
ficials to their ceremony in
Washington. But Vice Premier Yu
Chiu-li headed a group of about 25 of-
ficials who attended a reception af-
terward.
Reporters were not invited to the
reception and were not told why.
Ambassador Leonard Woodcock,
confirmed Monday by the Senate, was
still in Washington, where the U.S.
Senate confirmed his appointment
Monday. When he was sworn in at the
State Department Wednesday, he said
he hoped the new relationship would
help the nations "build a stable East
Asia" and establish "peace in the entire
world."
T. Stapleton Roy, Woodcock's deputy,
said the ceremony had special
significance for him because he was
present at the Fourth of July ceremony
at the U.S. Embassy in Nanking in 1949,
a few months before it moved with the
Nationalist government to Taiwan.
The United States severed diplomatic
ties with the Nationalists on Jan. 1 and
established them with the Communist,
regime. But the United States
continue trade, economic and cultural
relations with Taiwan through so-called
private agencies in Washington and
Taipei.
The American Institute on Taiwan
was to open today simultaneously with
its Taiwanese counterpart, the
Cooridination Council for North
American Affairs, bur opening of the
American branch was postponed
because Congress has not voted
legislation to finance it.
..Final congressional action is ex-
pected to take at least a week, and
probably more. Meanwhile, business
will be conducted through the
Taiwanese institute, the State
Department said.
Key Government Indicator Gives
Sign Of Economic Slowdown
By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A key
government indicator of future
economic trends plunged by the
sharpest margin in four years last
month, providing a strong sign of an
economic slowdown, it was disclosed
today.
A steep decline in building permits
and the average work week caused the
index of leading economic indicators to
drop 1.2 percent in January, the
Commerce Department said.
The dropoff followed declines of 0.4
percent in November and 0.1 percent in
December.
In summer of 1977, however, the
index also declined for three con-
secutive months but the economy kept
on growing.
This time the goverrunent wants
economic growth to slow somewhat as
it tries to dampen inflationary
pressures. It was not clear from the
latest report whether the nation faces
an orderly slowdown or a recession, as
anticipated by some private
economists.
Besides building permits and the
work week, there were sharp declines
in the money supply, which is con-
sidered bad for economic growth but an
encouraging sign in fighting inflation.
Five of the indicators actually in-
creased, including stock prices, factory
orders, plant and equipment spending,
vendor deliveries and a smaller layoff
rate. The January decline was the
biggest since a 3 percent drop in
January 1975.
The figures are adjusted for seasonal
variations. The index has declined in
five of the last six months of January.
The decline in building permits was
important because the housing industry
often feels the brunt of a slowdown first.
New housing construction already has
begun to drop sharply.
The economic indicators were
combined with two other reports
Wednesday showing continued inflation
and a mounting trade deficit.
The Agriculture Department
reported Wednesday that prices far-
mers received for all products rose by 3
percent in February. That followed
jumps of 3 percent in December and 5
percent in January.
. Overall, farm prices in February
were 24 percent higher than a year ago.
Beef prices went up 7.2 percent in
February alone and vegetable prices
rose by 7 percent.
Higher prices for cattle, soybeans,
hogs, calves, oranges and broiler
chickens contributed most to the in-
crease.
However, lower prices were reported
for cotton, potatoes, turkey and barley.
Some of the increases have already
shown up on supermarket shelves, and
consumers will see many others later.
The increases have forced the
department to raise its estimate of food
price increases for 1979 from 7.5 to 8.5
percent. But Howard Hjort, the
Agriculture Department's chief
economist, said the actual 1979 food
price increases could range from tl,
percent up to 10 percent, depending on
the weather and other factors, in-
cluding inflation.
About 60 cents of every grocer.) dollar
is paid to process, transport and sell
food after it leaves the farm. Thus,
inflation will be a major factor in
pushing up grocery costs regardless of
what happens to farm prices.
Attorney General Says...
()lunar UV No 3
CAPTAINS — Heading the Red Cross fund drive this year are captains, from left, Carolyn Adams, Ed Shinners,
Helen Spann, Harold G. Doran, Jr., Alice Koenecke, Irma La Follette, Rex Alexander, Dave Willis, Chad Stewart and
Stuart Poston. The goal for this year's drive is $11,124.
Goal Is $11,124
Staff Pismo Iv Matt Sanders
Red Cross Drive Gets Underway
With Early Morning Breakfast
A goal of raising $11,124 for the
American Red Cross for 1979-80 was
announced by Dr. Jack Rose, Murray
general fund chairman, Thursday
morning at the Red Cross breakfast
held at Holiday Inn. -
Paul Kiesow, advanced gifts
chairman, stated that $3,350 has
already been donated.
The local chapter will keep 51 percent
of the donations while the rest will go to
the national organization.
Other chairmen for the Murray Red
Cross include Holmes Ellis and Stuart
Poston, co-chairmen of advanced gifts;
Dr. Marshall Gordon, universityT-
Howard Steeley, rural; Walter
Apperson, civic and Carole Hahn,
publicity.
Captains for this year's drive are Rex
Alexander, Dave Willis, Alice
Koenecke, Betty Lowry, Helen Spann,
Poston, Ed—Shinners, Harvey Ellis,
•Tarold G. Doran, Jr., Chad Stewart,
Carolyn Adams and Irma La Follette.
Workers are C.O. Bondurant, Max
Brandon, Beth Broach, Don Brock,
Judy Carroll, Ed Chrisman, Charles
Cochran, Cliff Cochran, Ronald
Churchill.
Diane Johnson, Ullie Johnson, Don
Jones, Lois Keller, Howard Koenen,
Cindy Ragsdale, Jim Lawson, Gene
McCutcheon, Tommy Marshall.
Chuck Wynn, John Gregory, Hahn,
Employee Rankings Not For Public
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
attorney general's office has ruled once
more that material which formed the
basis of test grades and rankings of
employees is not available for public
inspection.
The latest opinion involves the at-
tempt of two Lexington police officers
to obtain records relating to promotion
to assistant police chief.
The agency Wednesday upheld the
Lexington-Fayette Urban County
Government in its refusal to allow the
officers to inspect certain documents.
Unless the two appeal to Fayette Cir-
cuit ' Court, the attorney general's
CUSTODIAL AWARD — William J. Pratt, Hazel, for the past three years
head custodian at Murray State University, has received one of nine Service
Awards presented by the Southeastern Association of Housing Officers in
recognition of outstanding service to students who live in campus residen-
ce halls. Charles (Chuck) Hulick, director of housing at Murray State,
presented the award, which was announced at a recent meeting of the 10-
state association in Knoxville, Tenn. A Calloway Countian since 1936, Pratt
hat been at Murray State since 1969.
opinion is binding.
Police Maj.. Howard Langston and
Capt. John McFadden sought data
pertaining to scores and rankings by
the oral interview board and documents
on how the ranking is calculated.
Personnel Director Franklin Weir
denied inspection on the ground of
invasion of privacy and the claim that
the data is preliminary and involves
expression of opinion and recom-
mendations.
The police officers agreed the
documents should not be open to public
inspection, but argued that disclosure
to the individual involved does not
violate that-law.
Assistant Attorney General Carl
Miller said the case is much like that in
which his office ruled a college
professor was not entitled to see the
annual evaluation of her work made by
her superiors and peers.
"The persons making such an
evaluation are entitled to have their
opinions and recommendations kept
confidential," Miller said. "We think
r today's index













Mostly clear and cold tonight
Lows in the low to mid 30s. Partly
sunny and warmer Friday. Highs
In the low 60s.
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Saturday through
Monday calls for rain on
Saturday, clearing Sunday and
fr Monday.
that the same applies to the members of
the Assessment Center (in Lexington
where the police records were
generated)."
The legal official said the documents
produced by the assessment center
members in ratings and voting are of a
preliminary nature and therefore
exempt from public inspection.
Weir also asked if disposal of the
records at issue would violate the open
records statute.
"Since we believe that work papers
and preliminary memoranda are not
public records subject to inspection, but
are exempt, it follows that there is no
prohibition against destroying such
papers," Miller said.
Anyway, he added, before a
misdemeanor is judged as occurring,
there must be an intent to subert and
violate the open records laws.
Marvin Harris, Libby Hart, Gary
Haverstock, Keith Heim, Willard Alls,
Bettye Baker, Marilyn Bazzell.
Larue Sledd, Guy Spann, George
Stockton, Charlie McKenney, Susan
Crass, Margaret Terhune, Lucy
Wright.
R.L. Cooper, Jo Crass, Ruth
Daughaday, Joe Dick, Ellis, Barbara
Erwin, Nadine Turner, Neal Tanner,
Janice Martin.
William Miller, Max Morris, Fred
Morton, Dorothy Nanny, George
Oakley, Ron McAlister, Robert 0.
Miller, Don Overby, Joe Parker.
Marjorie Kipp, Stan Key, Robert
Jeffrey, Bailey Gore, Mabel Gallagher,
William Dodson, Janet Denton, Ellie
Christopher.
John Hine, Ty Holland, Ted Howard,
E.B. Howton, Harold Hurt, Larry Hurt,
Willie Jackson, Joe Pat James, Bobby
Johnson, Gene Smith.
Max Parker, William Phillips, Wells
Purdorn, Jr., David Roos, Randy
Lovett, Becky Wilson, Macon
Blankenship.
Margaret Trevathan, Leonard
Vaughn, Janice Austin, Gerry Reed,
Mrs. Charles Miller, Mary Bell
Overbey, Lillian '(rim and 'am
Denton.
Renovation At Hospital
Is Discussed By Poston
Stuart Poston
"Meeting the demands of the people"
was the topic of guest speaker Stuart
Poston, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital administrator, Wednesday at
the Board of Realtors meeting at the
Triangle Inn.
Poston stated that the current
renovation of the hospital to better
satisify the community is in two phases
Phase one consists of the expanding
offices and the cafeteria, selling
equipment no longer in use and tearing
down parts of the building to make
room for more modern facilities.
Phase two is made up of building a
new surgical suite, five X-ray rooms,
doctors' locker rooms and expanding
the recovery and waiting roorns,the
pharmacy and the out-patient wing.
Another reason for the renovation is
the better grade of doctors the hospital
has hired over the last two years, ac-
cording to Poston. New equipment is
needed to keep up with the new
physicans and their new techniques,
Poston said.
A medical office building is planned
to be built next to the hospital so doctors
will be closer to their patients, Poston
said.
Poston added that the forecasted
hospital budget for the fiscal year
starting April 1 will be $9.2 million. Of
that budget, $43 million will go to
salaries.
Carter Opens New Mideast




WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter, frustrated, impatient and
already supporting key Egyptian
demands, opens new Mideast peace
talks tonight with Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin.
The outlook for wrapping up a treaty
did not appear bright as Carter
prepared for what he says will be "a
frank discussion of the issues."
Before flying here, Begin criticized
the United States for supporting
Egyptian proposals he said "were
totally unacceptable to Israel."
He did not elaborate, but diplomatic
sources in Washington told the
Associated Press the specifics of U.S
support for Egypt's stand on the three
major unresolved issues. The sources
insisted on anonymity.
First, the sources said, the ad-
ministration agrees a one-year
timetable for establishing Palestinian
autonomy in Israeli-held territory
should be included in the Egyptian-
Israeli treaty.
The United States is proposing that
Begin and Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat exchange letters providing that a
Palestinian authority be set up on the
west bank of the Jordan River and in
the Gaza district within a year of a
treaty signing.
Begin has insisted that Palestinian
autonomy be negotiated separately arid
that the treaty be completed on its own.
Sadat, not wanting to be accused by
other Arab countries of making a
separate peace with Israel or of for-
saking the Palestinians, has long
demanded a timetable.
Second, the sources said, the ad-
ministration backs the Egyptian
position that the treaty not take priority
over Egypt's military ties with other
Arab countries,
Sadat has insisted on revising a
treaty provision that gives peace with
Israel precedence over Egypt's
promises to aid other Arab countries
under an attack by Israel.
The U.S. formula, presented to the
two sides by Secretary of State Cyrus
R. Vance last week at Camp David,
Md., provides that Egypt and Israel
reserve their rights to act in collective
sell-defense.
This would be stated in a protocol
accompanying the treaty and would
follow United Nations provisions on
rights of regional self-defense.
Treaty terms agreed to last fall by
Egyptian and Israeli negotiators gave
peace between the two countries
precedence over the Arab defense
pacts. Sadat requested the revision in
December.
Begin wants peace between Cairo and
Jerusalem to have priority over oth,
Egyptian pacts.
On a third key point, the sources said,
the administration is backing Sadat's
position of withholding an exchange of
ambassadors with Israel until all of the
Sinai Peninsula is returned to Egypt
and steps are taken toward Palestinian
autonomy.
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HEALTH
Hiatal hernia problems
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
' DEAR DR. LAMB -
Would you explain what
causes a hiatal hernia?
Should I have it repaired
now' I am 47 years old and
in good health. It bothers me
occasionally. I'm wondering
if it gets worse as you get
older Is the operation a
serious one? And, could it
affect my heart?
DEAR READER - A hia-
tal hernia means that the
normal hole in the dia-
phragm where the eso-
phagus t food tubel passes
through to the stomach be-
comes enlarged. If the hole
gets big enough, it lets part
of the stomach slide through
it. To state it another way,
your stomach ruptures her-
niates ) through the dia-
phragm
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-8,
Hiatal Hernia, Esophageal
' Reflux, to explain this condi-
tion to you in some detail
and what measures you can
take in your living habits to
minimize symptoms or diffi-
culties from it. Other read-
ers who want this issue can
send 50 cents with a long.
stamped, self-addressed en.
velope for it. Send youi
request to me in care of the
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551








Mrs. Kathleen G. Johnson
and Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Box 351,
Murray, Mrs. Debra K.
Robertson and Baby Girl, Rt.
6, Mayfield, Mrs. Trena A.
Burpo and Baby Boy, Rt. 9,
Box 274F, Benton,. Mrs.
Sandra G. Jones and Baby
Boy, Rt. 5, Box 225, Benton,
Mrs. Jndy.Goheen, Rt.. 5, Box
518A, Benton, Mrs. Patsy S: -
Nichols, 1504 Cardinal Dr.,
Murray, Ted J. Vandyke, Rt.
5, Box 199, Murray, Mrs.'
Donna F. Scott, Riviera Tr.
CL No. 95, Murray, Met EVENING REFRESHER
Autry, Rt. 2, Box 185, Hazel,
Daniel F. Moore, Rt. 9, Box
227B, Benton, Norma F.
Dickinson, 812 Gwen St.,
Paris, Tenn., Kimberly S.
Marrs, Rt. 6, Box 215-H,
Murray, Jody H. Gibbs, Rt. 2,
Box 197, Murray, Mrs. Winona
S. Tucker, 1215. Melrose,.
Murray, Mrs. Edith J. 1?2 cup heavy cream
RoseberrY,- Rt. Boz 206,v- I0-ounce package frozen
strawberries in syrup
Sprinkle gelatin over 2 table-
spoons cold water to soften.
Simmer rhubarb, covered, with
2 tablespoons water and the
sugar until broken up and "stri-
ngy" - about 10 minutes; add
the gelatin and stir until dis-
solved. Chill until mixture be-
gins to thicken; whip cream
and fold in. Turn into one large
or individual dessert dishes;
chill to set. At serving time top
with the thawed berries. Makes
4 to 6 servings.
One of the major problems
associated with the hiatal
hernia is the leak of food out
of the stomach into the lower
esophagus, particularly
when you are lying down. I
am sorry to say that surgical
repair cf the hernia itself
doesn't guarantee that the
closure mechanism in the
opening of the stomach will
then function normally.
In fact, you can have a
leak out of the top of the
stomach without having a
hiatal hernia. This is the
major roason that many pa-
tients don't get the benefits
that they think they'll get
from surgery to repair a
hernia through the dia-
phragm. The leaky closure
mechanism persists and the
problems associated with it
still cause symptoms.
There is no reason that
your hiatal hernia should be
significantly worse during
life if you alter your life style
now along the lines sug-
gested in The Health Letter I
am sending you. High on this
list of things that will help
prevent the hernia from get-
ting worse is to stay lean.
You don't want any large
amounts of fat deposits in-
side your abdomen. The
pressure caused by the
build-up of fat inside the
abdomen literally tends to
squeeze the stomach
through the hole in the dia-
phragm.
Of course, I presume that
it is not in your plans for the
future to get pregnant. One
factor that causes women,
as a group, to have a hiatal
hernia much more often
than men is the fact that
women get pregnant. As the
uterus enlarges and in-
creases pressure inside the
abdomen, many women de-
velop a hiatal hernia. It's
Murray, Mrs. Lottie Duncan,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Dena A.
Burd, Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs.
Mary L. Hillman, Rt. 5, Box
695, Murray, Francis A.
Calvert, Rt. 5, Box 694-6,
Murray, Taz Galloway, Rt. 2,
John Grogan Tr. Ct., Murray,
Mrs. Josephine Clements,
General Delivery, Almo, Mrs.
Lela Waldrup, Rt. 1, Box 255,






Associated Press Food Editor
Rhubarb Mousses Coffee
RHUBARB MOUSSE




11/2 cups frozen cut rhubarb
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just another example of how
a build-up of pressure inside
the abdominal cavity con-
tributes to the hernia. It does
point out how important it is
to you to remain lean and
prevent any build-up of pres-
sure inside the abdomen.
Don't wear tight girdles,
belts or any constricting
item around your waist. Eat
frequent small meals but be
sure that doesn't mean con-
suming more calories. Wait
at least two hours before you
lie down after eating. And
you will do better if you lie
down or sleep with the upper
part of the bed elevated.
These and other hints on
what you can do to help
yourself are included in the
issue of The Health Letter I
am sending you.
Open Mailbox--
CAREERS CLASS-Several members of the Sixth Grade
Careers Class at the Southwest Calloway Elementary School
are pictured who are, left to right, bottom row, Christy
Nance, Timmy Manning, Shain West, top row, Darren Lamb,
Andrea Nesbitt, and Bret Waugh. In the past months the
class has studied numerous careers and had several guest
speakers. The members are pictured here as dressed to show
one of their favorite careers.




Open the mailbox and pull
out a dream: An income for
life...No purchase necessary...
You may be a winner
already....
Sweepstakes offer the
prospect of instant wealth -
and the opportunity to buy
something, usually at a
reduced price. Their number
is growing and this is the time
of the year when you can
expect to get at least one of the
tantalizing packages.
-They always come after
Christmas," said Noble Jones,
head of the Cleveland office of
the Federal Trade Com-
mission.
Down in the fine print, you'll
probably discover that your
chance of wirming the big
prize is only one in a million or
more. You have nothing to
lose - except the price of a
stamp - but is it really worth
the effort to send the card
back?
Maybe. "It's just a matter
of luck," said Betty Glass,
director of sweepstakes for
Reader's Digest. -The odds
are probably no worse than in
the state lotteries," said
Jones.
A sweepstakes is a game of
chance in connection with the
sale of a commodity. There is
no skill involved. You do not
have to buy the product being
offered; if a purchase is
required, the sweepstakes
becomes a lottery and a
separate set of laws applies.
There are no figures
available on the number of
sweepstakes conducted
throughout the country
because they fall under state
rather than federal law. In
New York State, the number
of sweepstakes registered
with the secretary of state
went from 136 in 1973 to 382
last year, an increase of
almost 200 percent. And in-
dustry spokesmen say that the
state figures reflect the
national trend.
Jones said the relaxation of
anti-gambling laws in some
areas has helped boost in-
terest in sweepstakes. So has a
change in morality. "There's
acceptance from a societal
point of view," he said.
The games run by super-
markets and gas stations
differ slightly from the
sweepstakes offers you get in
the mail, Jones said. Those
games are designed to get you
into the store rather than
promote a product. They
continue over a period of time,
during which you collect
numbers, symbols or letters.
With a sweepstakes, you
simply mail your entry and
wait to see if you've won. In
many cases, winning numbers
are pre-selected with the aid
of a computer; in other in-
stances, winners are picked in
a random drawing after all the
entries are in.
The odds against winning
the big prize are huge. You
have only one chance in 171/2
million of getting the $116,000
grand prize in the current
Reader's Digest sweepstakes,
for example. The odds of
winning the minimum $5 prize
from Reader's Digest are one
in 450.
There is a similar spread in
odds in state-run lotteries. A
$1 ticket in the New York State
Lottery's "slot machine"
instant game, for example,
gives you one chance in 504,000
to win the top prize - $10,000
plus the potential for more
money. You have a one in four
chance, however, of winning
the minimum - another $1
ticket.
Mrs. Glass said that the
Digest has awarded over
944,000 prizes worth more than
$14.5 million since 1962.
Statistically, she said, there
have been enough prizes for
one in every 82 households in
the country to have won
something.
Steven Stark, vice president
of Publishers Clearing House,
a major sweepstakes
operator, said the "over-
whelming majority" of en-
trants do not make a pur-
chase. -The majority of major
winners have not been pur-
chasers," he added.
What if the person who has
the winning number doesn't
mail it in?
Sweepstakes operators are
required to place all non-
winning entries in a pool;
winners of leftover prizes are
drawn from the pool.
If most entrants don't buy,
why do companies bother -
especially with the rising cost
of postage?
The answer - and the
reason that sweepstakes are
most popular with magazines
- lies in advertising. Stark
said that the rates for ad-
vertising, on which the
magazines make their money,
depend on paid circulation.
Giving out free samples would
confuse paid circulation
figures so that method of
promotion is out. "Sweep-
stakes are a promotion device
which works and is ac-
ceptable," said Stark.
Sweepstakes operators will
not diRelose how much they
spend, how many entries they
receive or how much new
business they get. "That's
classified," said Mrs. Glass.
Magazines are not the only
ones who use sweepstakes, of
course. The Police Athletic
League in New York City, for
example, is running a
sweepstakes. "It's a change of
pace way of conducting a
solicitation," said Nev Geh-
man, PAL's director of
development.
Laws regulating sweep-
stakes vary widely from state
to state. New York has one of
the toughest and, since most
major sweepstakes operators
wart to include the New York
market in their mailings, they
follow the state rules. Among
the requirements:
registration of all sweepstakes
with prizes totaling over
$5,000; posting of a bond equal
to the amount of the prizes;
and filing of a list of winners
after the promotion ends.
The FTC handles sweep-
stakes complaints in con-
nection with its role as a
monitor of deceptive ad-
vertising. A 1970 commission
complaint, for example, led
Reader's Digest to agree to
some changes in the way it
conducted sweepstakes.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Billy Housden of Murray




Miss Diane Beale of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PHI MU ALPHA
Jerry Castelberry of Hardin
and Butch Turnbow of Murray
are two of the new members of
the spring pledge class of Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia at Murray
State University.
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EtHml Needs--
Diets In History Discussed
Washington, D.C., — Health
food enthusiasts and lay
critics of our diet today might
delight at the additive-free,
low in sugar, unprocessed
foods on which George
Waahington and his con-
temporaries dined.
Yet, according to J. W.
Tatem, president of The Sugar
Association, Inc., nutritional
deficiencies were common
and the average life ex-
pectancy was only 33 years,
compared to 72.5 years today.
In those days it was dif-
ficult for people to find enough
calories to satisfy daily
energy needs. And is the first
need of the body," Tatem said.
But for those who did have
enough, the diet was usually
heavy, salty, and high in
fats."
Pork was probably the most
commonly eaten meat. It was
often fried in its own fat, pot in
barrels, sealed with lard and
stored in the basement to eat
during the long winter mon-
ths. Beef suet was a popular
food. As fat provides nine
calories per gram, compared
to four calories per gram for
protein and carbohydrates,
the meals of the 1700's were
highly caloric.
Sugar was a scarce, im-
ported luxury item. Instead,-,
the colonists used what honey
and maple syrup they could
gather as sweeteners for their
salty or flavorless foods.
Refined white flour was also a
coveted item. Sugar and white
flour together made baked
goods with the best taste,
texture, and appearance.
Tatem suggested that if
sugar consumption today
were drastically reduced, as
some critics would like,
-there's a good chance we
would replace those car-
bohydrates calories with fat
calories — a move that would
have us backing into the high-




said, "following a car-
bohydrate scare in Britain in
recent years, consumption of
carbohydrates decreased by
about 10 per cent, while fat
intake iocreased by just about
a corresponding amount."
Tatem said nutritionists are
in general agreement that
about 50 percent of our
calories should come from
carbohydrates. Sugar makes
up approximately one-third of
the U.S. carbohydrate intake
today. If one could eliminate
sugar from the diet, or even
cut it doom, Tatem said, it
would be most difficult to find
readily available substitute
sources of calories.
Today we take the
availability of a vast assort-
ment of soft drinks and fruit
juices for granted, Tatem
said, while in Washington's
day a refreshing, sweet-
tasting drink was often hard to
come by. Apple cider, a
common substitute beverage
when milk was scarce, like
water could be unfit to drink.
Many colonists developed
scurvy from a deficiency of
ascorbic acid, a disease that
caused bleeding of the gums.
In tact, this could have been
the reason our first president

















Start with one bead on a chain...
Add a bead for other gift occasions.
Now you can build a necklace of everlasting
beauty, increasing in sentiment and value....





replace them with a set of
wooden ones.
Pepper was valued for its
ability to disguise the flavor of
spoiled foods — the result of a
lack of refrigeration and
inadequate methods of food
preservation.
The Sugar Association
executive pointed out that the
unappealing taste of many of
the 18th Century meals could
definitely have had an in-
fluence on the nutritional
status of the people.
-"The importance of taste to
our nutritional habits is only
being explored today," he
said. Experts at the Monell
Chemical Senses Center, at
the University of Penn-
sylvania, suggest that
whether or not we enjoy the
taste of a food can affect how
well the body uses it.
"People too often forget that
sugar has played a vital role in
our diet by encouragAng us to
eat many different foods that
provide a variety of
nutrients," said Tatem.
"After all, we don't eat sugar
on a plate by itself. It is added
to foods to make them taste
better. And good nutrition
begins with eating."
Tatem said scientific
studies who we have an inborn
desire for the sweet taste. He
said some early New
Englanders warned children
not to eat sweets, reflecting a
Puritan thought that still holds
over with us today.
"We still tend to believe that
anything that tastes good
must be bad for us," he said.
Despite the insignificant
amount of sugar consumed
then, reports from physicians
during the Revolutionary
Period indicate that decayed
teeth were common in both old
and young.
While dental hygiene was
probably minimal and
fluoridated water unheard of,
it would appear that in the
absence of sugar, other foods
did very effectively promote
tooth decay. Tatem said.
"So while the back-to-nature
critics of our present diet are
quite vocal," Tatem said, -the
folks in George Washington's
time really didn't have it so
good.
"Every available criteria of
dietary quality we have today
suggests that our diet has
improved tremendously —
and not deteriorated — over








(Catherine), No. 5 McClain
Tr. Pk., Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Martha S. Burnett, Rt.
1, Sedalia, Boyce W. Green,
Rt. 1, Box 115, Springville,
Tenn., Christine Lee, No. 18
Riviera Ct., Murray, Jesse L.
Henson, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Jane A. Pierce, Rt. 2, Box 287,
Murray, Cody J. Drake, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, Mrs. Willie C.
Vance, Rt. 4, Murray,
Channon Catlett, 509 S. LP
Miller St., Murray, Mrs. Jo
Reeder, 1907 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Joe B. Wilson, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Abert B. Jeffrey, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Captola E.
Miller, 897 Hurt Dr., Murray,
Emmett W. Mosley, Box 5244
Hart Hall, Murray, Mrs.
Martha 0. Adams (Expired),
G-3 Southside Manor, Murray.
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Mr. and Mrs. William E. Reamer of Murray Route 5 and
George D'Andrea of Berwyn, Ill., announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Miss Pam
D'Andrea, to Frankie Bell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bell of
Benton Route 2.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lillian But-
cher of Crown Point, Ind., and Mr. and Mrs Ernest D'Andrea
of Berwyn, Ill. .
Mr. Bell is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Tolen Bell of
Symsonia arid Mr. and Mrs. Colvin Fisk of Benton.
Miss D'Andrea is a 1974 graduate of J. Sterling Morton
East High School in Cicero, Ill. The groom-elect is a 1974
graduate of South Marshall High School.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, March 17, at 7
p.m. at the New Harmony Baptist Church, Benton, with the
Rev. Roy Gibson performing the ceremony.




FRANKFORT, Ky. — Two
historic buildings in western
Kentucky are among nine
Kentucky sites recently listed
on the National Register of
Historic Places, according to
Eldred W. Melton, executive
director of the Kentucky
Heritage Commission.
Mount Saint Joseph
Academy in Maple Mount,
Daviess County is one. Mrs.
Melton said, -The academy at
Maple Mount was the first
Motherhouse for Roman
Catholic Sisters in Kentucky
west of Louisville and is the
oldest girls'. academy in
Daviess County still in
operation. The academy has
provided educational,
cultural, and social-
humanitarian services to the
citizens of Daviess County and
the state for over a century."
She said that the core of the
attractively landscaped
campus was constructed
between 1870 and 1920 in a
restrained classical style,
although several buildings
were enlivened by cupolas,
galleries, and porches.
The other building is the
Thomas Chapel C.M.E.
Church in Hickman, Fulton
County. Mrs. Melton said that
the church was established by
17 former slaves in 1890. The
building was constructed on
property given by the Rev.
Warren Thomas, the church's
first minister and namesake.
After the original building
burned in 1895, ' its
replacement was built with a
full basement to ac-
commodate school rooms for
black students in Hickman:
Due to discriminatory laws
which prevented blacks from
attending white schools, the




The National Register of
Historic Places is the official
list of the nation's resources
worthy of preservation and is
maintained by the U.S.
Department of the Interior.
Listing on the register
enables property owners to
apply for, federal and state
matching grants-in-aid and
for federal tax benefits. It also
provides limited protection
from alteration or destruction
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FOR FRIDAY, MARCH 2,
1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES




prospects look good. Private
maneuvers pay off.
TAURUS
) Apr. 20 to May 20)
A perfect day for making
new friends and visiting old
ones. Attendance at a cultural
event helps cement romantic
ties. Be yourself.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Career endeavors go well if
you sidestep the limelight.
Avoid suspiciousness with
close ones and keep your
imagination within bounds.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Your close friends now will
prove to be your best advisers.
Talk things over with them,
but avoid harping about
physical complaints.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4.12(4
Career efforts are served
best with hard work. The
n44-
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( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WvA.
Visitors from afar would
only add confusion to the
domestic scene, but it's o.k. if
you wish to visit them. Consult
with close ones.
LIBRA 
.11.n.1Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Something needs to be
clarified re a financial deal.
Do further research, then go
ahead with investment plans.
Joint finances prosper.
SCORPIO
iOct. 23 to Nov. 21) 171/AV.
Despite a potential
misunderstanding re finances,
close ties are favorably ac-
cented. Follow the lead of
loved Ai ones for wonderful
'Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) ) r ACV.
Making your home the kind
of special place you want it to






'Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 140 -1(11
A good time for writing love
letters and getting in touch
with close ones. Don't let a
friend undermine your faith in
love.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
-"-----,..\ Purchase needed household
items. Right now you can find
something of which you'll be
proud. Friends seem elusive
land hard to pin down.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20 X
Early morning confusion
'gives way to clear thinking.
You'll be able to straighten out










YOU BORN TODAY are
sensitive, poetic, and
idealistic, music, poetry,
fiction, dancing, and interior
decoration are some of the
fields in which you excel. You
do well in business part-
nerships and have a keen
sense of what the public
wants. At times, your
hypersensitivity works
against you and you become
easIly depressed. Do not let
others take advantage of your
kind nature. At times your
need for emotional and
financial security may keep
you from taking risks. In your
case, variety will prove to be
the spice of life. Birthdate of:
Tom Wolfe, journalist; Desi
Arnaz, bandleader ; and Kurt
Weill, musical composer
"Who in this world of ours,
their eyes — In March first
open shall be wise — In days of
peril, firm and brave — And
wear a blood stone to their
grave."
So, many years ago, wrote
an anonymous poet about
anyone born in the great, but
wayward month of March —
the month of wild winds,
weeping 'skies, spring
beauties, taissy willows, warm
spells, snow squalls, and
periods of bone-chilling cold.
The month may come roaring
in like an angry lion and go out
like a meek little lamb, or vice
versa.
March is also the month of
sulphur and molasses,
sassafras tea, and other home
tonics to rid the body of the
"infelicities of winter." It is
the heyday of wild greens —
dandelion, Hanner-on-the-
rock, and creasies — wild
sallet to be gathered, seasoned
with a piece of sidemeat,
cooked with hot cornbread,
green anions, vinegar . and
buttermilk.
Although as far as the
weather is concerned, March
is indeed a "wayward"
Waywani March- --
Wild Winds, Spring Flowers
Are Among Features, Month
By Nevyle Shackleford month, or as another
UK College of Agri. naturalist once wrote, a
"problem child." Officially it
Es the time of the Vernal
Equinox when gentle spring
starts making its appearance
on its annual march up the
trail to the Northern
Hemisphere. This movement
may be slow, but there is
usually more warmth than
cold, more rain than snow,
and more melting than
freezing.
Starting with early March,
the seasonal change of the
year for better becomes more
evident with each passing day.
The daylight hours increase
perceptibly; the long, limber
withes of the weeping willow
take on color of amber; the
dull red winter hues of the
osier dogwood in the swamps
change to crimson, and the
stems of the sassafras and the
sprangles of wahoo shrubs
begin to turn a brighter green.
Of all the manifest
characteristics of March,
probably the one most in
evidence and importance is
the lengthened hours of
sunlight — sunlight that takes
some of the sting out of the
wind; stirs into activity the
sleeping root, bud, and seed;
slowly snaps the bonds holding
back the "Hounds of Spring."
Riding in also on the sun-
tempered winds of March are
some of the migrant birds like
the plaintive little peewee, the
melodious brown thrasher,
and the sassy little wren. In
March, all things start looking
up and for all of us here in the
Northern Hemisphere,
everything starts coming our
way.
Orchard and gardenwise,
there are many thigns that
can be done that will save time
and effort later. As listed by
UK College of Agriculture
horticulturists, here are some
of these lobs:
Secure fertilizers and
pesticides. Prune fruit trees,
grapes, and ornamentals.
Plant trees and shrubs. Apply
dormant sprays. Seed thin or
bare areas of the lawn. Divide
Dahlias and Cannes for
planting in May. In mid-
March set out cabbage,
cauliflower, onions, and let-
tuce transplants. Plant Irish
potatoes, radish, turnips,
mustard, and peas. Sow
tomato, eggplant, and pepper
seeds for home transplant.
During the last of March set
out broccoli, brussel sprouts,
and kale transplants.
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IS new .. exciting lump Ilk...Style lot
Wring 79 con be found at Bright's,
Super new styles for the junior really
come olive in the season's newest
colors and textures Choose Irons peons
in natural, denim, brown and white
with novelty belts & turn. I4"
to 1111- legs, 5 13 at 111.00 to
211.1110 Fashion pants in beouti•
ful spring colors, straight &
slim leg, 5 13 ot 21.00 to
24.01 Tops of poly/cotton,
terry and velour in solids,
multi-stripes & designs
in short & long sleeve






Livon up your looks with Footwork;
snappy littis sandal 1 Lighthearted
fashion, on a lightw•ight poly
bottom,scuiptisd too look that
says today Vim out In Footworks and
kst your soot toorl Wino and Whits of 25.00
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By Abigail Van Buren
1579 tes C.A1cesao T r,ts, N Y hums Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine whose divorce became
final a few weeks ago has appointed me to head a search
committee to find her a man. She's 40, attractive, not exact-
ly destitute (her husband gave her a nice settlement), and
good company.
She's told me (and others) not to fix her up with it man.
who's never been married. She insists that there is
something seriously wrong with a man of 90 or older who's
never been married.
She says. -They're either too set in their ways, closet
gays, or they're selfish and stingy."
What is your opinion of her analysis?
LOOKING FOR MR. RIGHT
DEAR LOOKING: Your friend needs to open her mind
and let out • few prejudices.
There are plenty of men 40 and over who are still single
because they're never met anyone they wanted to marry
who wanted to marry THEM. The same can be said for
many women who've never been hitched.
DEAR ABBY:1 went to a party the other evening where I
saw a number of old friends. The wives hugged me and their
husbands shook my hand. After the third handshake I let out
a shriek.
Abby, don't men realize that some women wear costume
rings that cut deeply into their flesh when their fingers are
squeezed too tightly? Also, some of us older women have
arthritis, and a firm handshake can be frightfully painful.
So. gentlemen. please remember when shaking hands
with a lady that she doesn't want to sell you a railroad or an
airline or even . the Brooklyn Bridge. All she wants is a
ogentle little clasp.
73 YEARS OLD IN CINCINNATI
DEAR 73: Although it's not earth-shaking, it's a hand-
shaking problem with which many women (including this
. one) will identify.
DEAR ABBY: I am a compulsive gambler. I almost
destroyed my family and myself with 25 years of hard
gambling, lying, stealing and whatever it took to support my
vice. When I finally hit rock bottom and owed everybody I
knew, I called GAMBLERS ANONYMOUS.
That was six Months ago. I admit I did it only to get my
wife off my back and keep her from divorcing me, but after
going to a few meetings I realized that I really had an illness
and could help myself.
I have been with Gamblers Anonymous only a short time
but my life has already changed. It's as though a miracle has
come over me.
I know of no one who can carry this message better than
you. Abby, so please print this for anyone who has a
gambling problem or lives with a gambler: Have them call
GA. They're in the phone book.
A NEW MAN IN L.A.
DEAR NEW MAN: Nearly 20 years ago, having heard of
Gamblers Anonymous, I slipped into one of their meetings
(incognito) to see firsthand how they operated. I saw a
miracle in action.
No dues, no lecturing—only gamblers being taught how
to quit by gamblers who had already learned. I recommend
them highly. The most a gambler can lose at GA is a bad
habit.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a aimple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, stamped as cents) self-addressed
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ROSEMARIE COWHERD, intern from Western Kentucky
University, shown top left, was the guest speaker at the
meeting of the Welcome Wagon Club held Wednesday, Feb.
14, at 11:30 a.m. at DeVanti's. Mrs. Cowherd showed slides
and answered questions about the Land Between the Lakes.
Pictured with the guest speaker is Dorothy therbey,
membership and telephone chairman. In the bottom photo
are the newly elected officers of the Welcome Wagon Club—
left to right, first row, Kathryn Outland, advisor and in-
staller, Lora Arnold, corresponding secretary, Pat Win-
chester, treasurer, Pam Scott, standing in for Ann Bloom,
recording secretary, Dorothy Overbey, membership and
telephone chairman, second row, Ingeborg King, advisor,
June Carlson, historian, Evelyn Tapp, second vice-president,
and Janice Senftleber, first vice-president.
Child Care.--
Survey Working Mothers Conducted
Thirty 'Percent of the
working mothers with
duldren between ages 8 and 13
r esponding to a recent child-
are survey leave them home
alone after school. Only one
working mother in five has a
husband or relative who helps
with child-care when she is at
work. And only one mother in
ten would even consider
leaving her child in the care of
el relative if she had a choice.
The results of the Family
Circle magazine survey,
which the magazine calls the
first comprehensive study of
working mothers' child-care
practices and needs since
mothers entered the job
market en masse in the 60's,
appears in the February 20
issue of the women's
magazine.
The survey analyzes the
answers of over 10,000 women
to a detailed questionnaire
appearing in the magazine
last year. The women an-
swering represent a cross
section of the country's
working mothers: young
( median age 30.8), with in-
fants and children too young to
be left alone. They come from
every state, work full time,
every workday, averaging 35
hours per week and earn
$8,300 — somewhat more than
the typical working woman.
The underlying problem of
child-care as reflected by the
questionnaire is "too many
children needing child-care
and too few qualified people to
supply it at reasonable rates."
As a result, says Family
Circle, a generation of middle
class youth are growing up
alone and on their own.
Ninety-eight percent of the
mothers in the survey use day-
care mothers, sitters, family
Kentucky Heritage Artists
Set Workshop, Lake Barkley
By HELEN PRICE STACY
A weekend of special in-
terest to artists and art lovers
is scheduled March 16-18 at
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park near Cadiz. Kentucky
Heritage Artists will be at this
beautiful resort to not only
instruct art media, but to
exhibit a number of their
paintings.
Those of you who enjoy
painting with oils, watercolors
and acrylics, pen and ink
drawing, collage or even the
how-tos of creating puppets
should make plans now to
travel to the Western Ken-
tucky Park on Little River
embayment along the eastern
shore of Lake Barkley. When
you turn into the park en-
trance, seven miles west of
Cadiz on US 68 you will soon
find yourself deep into a
program that will help you
with fundamentals of pain-
ting, help solve pairaig
problems and study
techniques that are new and
interesting.
The art workshop is set in a
three-hour format. This new
program design will allow you
to work with at least three
different artists. Bring your
painting materials along, as
well as tennis racket, hiking
shoes or other recreation gear
you and your family might
choose.
The entire program has
been separated into workshop
sessions and presentations.
For presentations, par-
ticipants will gather in one
group for a program by
designated artists. For
workshops you may choose
which artist or medium you
prefer. Most presentations
will have question and answer
periods and all workshops will
provide individual attention to
participants.
Friday, March ., , 16,
workshops start at 6 p.m. with
Al Cornett directing in
painting oil landscapes, Tony
Oswald painting still life and
Robert A. Powell drawing
with pen and ink. At 8 p.m.
Friday, Charles Spaulding
will present wildlife painting
and at 9 p.m. Norma Camp-
bell and friends will present a
puppet preview.
Workshop sessions on
Saturday start at 9 a.m. with
Charles Spaulding instructing
in basics of painting, Gary
Akers instructing in water-
color, Helen Price Stacy in the
painting, of flowers, Norma
Campbell in ,how, to make
puppets and A. Jack May
leading a group in field
sketching.
Beginning at 1 p.m.
Saturday, workshop sessions
Include Doug Adams painting
with watercolor, Tony Oswald
painting still life, Russell May
landscapes with oils and
Joseph Petro the art of
illustrating with oils. Also at 1
p.m., Charles Spaulding will
direct a wildlife field trip and
A. Jack May will be in charge
of an excursion to the land
Between the Lakes.
At 8 p.m. Saturday, Ken-
tucky Heritage Artists will
present a special program.
On Sunday, March 18,
starting at 9 a.m., the Hon. A.
Jack May will direct a critique
session for all participants.
This session has been one of
the most popular in past art
seminars. A panel of Ken-
tucky Heritage Artists will
comment constructively on
paintings submitted by par-
ticipants. Paintings for the
critique may either be brought
to the workshop or created at
the sessions.
The prestigious Kentucky
Heritage Artists represent a
group with diversified
technique, ideas, style, media
and subject matter. Exhibits
by the group have broken
attendance records across the
state. They have prepared
programs for the weekend
that will appeal to you who
enjoy painting regardless of
age or skill.
A number of rooms are
being held especially for this
art seminar. Reservations
may be made directly with the
park (specify that you are to
be a participant) or through
Central Reservations Service,
Kentucky Department of
Parks. Toll free- service is





2643, and any other Kentucky
location dial 1-800-372-2961.
KAPPA DELTA
Krista Russell of Murray is
one of the persons initiated
into the Kappa Delta sorority
at Murray State University.
Greg Byars of Hazel is a new
big brother.
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For further information
contact Bob Bates, Capital
Plaza Tower, 10th floor,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601,
telephone 502-564-7160.
homes and day-care centers to
meet their child-care needs.
The breakdown of these
solutions has 40 percent of the
mothers taking their infants
or preschoolers who care for
one or two preschoolers —
often along with their own
children — or to family
homes, where an older woman
with limited help cares for 20
to 30 children. About twenty-
one percent of the survey
mothers use nursery or
preschools, 18.8 percent use
day-care centers, and 5.7
percent take advantage of
Head Start or public kin-
dergarten programs.
While mothers in the study
employ the above solutions,
they are not completely
satisfied with their choices.
Three out of five of the women
have changed child-car ser-
vices in the past two years.
Twenty-three percent of those
using other forms of child care
would switch to day-care
centers if they were available
at affordable prices, and the
45 percent using preschool
programs must arrange for
additional care when these
programs are not in session.
As to what working mothers
actually want, the survey
surprisingly found it is not
free child care. Less than one
in ten of the mothers favors
Federally funded, no-fee day
care for all.
Sixty-eight percent of the
women want to choose the
care they want their children
to have and pay for that care
on a sliding scale based on.
their earnings. The feeling is t
the helping pay for their
children's care assures them a
voice in what that care will be.
Solutions to the child-care ,
crisis suggested by the worried"
surveyed are:
— Federal subsidies to all
mothers of young children,
allowing those who want to
stay home to do so and helping
those who want to work to
afford the cost of child care;
— Generous tax credits for
child care;
— And child-care services,
set up by companies where
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Hairfash ions Turn Glamorous
As Retro Hair Takes Stage
Retro Hair, the new spring-
summer hairfashions created







Created by NHCA Styles
Director Alida Weergang of
Nashua, N.H., and NHCA's
Coiffure Design Committee,
Retro Hair emphasizes short
hair and an asymmetrical
bang which angles
mysteriously low above one
eye and is called a "military
bang" by Ms. Weergang.
In addition, soft, smooth
waves or bouncy curls in
various lengths call attention
to the hair, woman's most
important fashion ingredient.
Ms. Weergang says that,
"The Retro woman always
looks fashionable. If her hair
is well-groomed, healthy-
looking and styled Retro, the
contemporary woman can
have confidence in the way
she looks. A womap hair is
the first element of her ap-
pearance that people notice
and is a constant statement of
her taste and fashion."
Ms. Weergang adds that,
"While Retro Hair gives a
woman a soft feminine look, it
is also forceful and versatile
enough to declare a woman's
independence, her deter-
mination to sample all of life
while remaining every bit a
woman."
' Retro Hair recalls the
glamorous forties and com-
plements the fashion world's
current fascination with the
decade. The emphatic
feminine beauty of Joan
Crawford and Rosalind
Russell are captured in the
luxurious shapes and lines of
Retro Hair. The style echoes
the age of glamour, when a
Joan Crawford movie played
to packed audiences across
the nation. Crawford had no
need to hide her femininity.
She was unequivocably
herself and absolutely sure of
her dress, her hair, her walk
and her individuality.
Retro Hair gives the womati
of the '70's the look to match
the way she feels about herself
and about fashion. It com-
plements the Crawford con-
fidence and the Crawford
fashion that women of today
have found in themselves.
Retro Hair was created
after consultation with fashion
authorities in New York and
research into past Hollywood
glamour fashions.
Edith Head, winner of eight
Academy Award Oscars for
her costume design, loaned
some of her most famous
Julio HAIR SPRING 11. SUMMER 1979 DRAMATIC DAY •
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Questions and Answers
DISHWASHERS
Question: I have several
serving pieces that I would
like to wash in my dish-
washer, but I'm afraid to take
the chance. Can you give me
an idea of what can and can't
be washed in a dishwasher?
Answer. Most pans, casse-
roles, glasses, utensils and fine
china can be safely washed in
a dishwasher. Some items
such as hand-painted china,
cast iron, wood or pewter
should be hand washed to
avoid fading of hand-painted
designs, rusting of iron, dry-




ENERGY by using your
dishwasher properly.
costumes to NHCA for in-
spiration and use in spring-
summer fashion photography.
Retro Hair is one of the most
easy-to-live with hairstyles of
recent years. The precision
cut gives natural control to the
hair. No matter how mussed it
may become on a blustery
afternoon in spring or summer
or a 5:00 a.m. jog through the
park, Retro Hair will fall back
into place naturally. The
perm, which is an integral
step in creating the Retro
look, gives added control and
body.
Retro Hair begins where
NHCA's fall-winter Metro
Hair left off. The precision
cut, the careful shaping
around the ears, the elegant
bangs of Metro Hair have all
been incorporated into Retro
Hair so that yesterday's
fashionable look is not left
stranded by the wayside.
Retro Hair builds on the
trend toward short hair that
has been coming on stronger
and stronger in recent years-;---
Although any hair length can
be styled for the Retro Look,
the new fashion is most ex-
citing when created for the
shorter cuts. Glossy, healthy,
well conditioned hair styled
with a precision cut, shows off
to best advantage in the
shortest Retro cuts.
Retro Hair was unveiled at
the National Beauty Show held
at the Aladdin Hotel in Las
Vegas, Jan. 14-17.
The creators of Retro Hair
— the NHCA Coiffure Design
Committee under the direc-
tion of Alida Weergang —
taught techniques for the new
style to leading hairdressers
from •'across the country at
spedal "Hair Happenings"
classes, Jan. 15-16, during the
Beauty Show. Members of the
spring-summer Coiffure
Design Committee are: Frank
Cacciatore of Great Neck,
N.Y.; Carolyn Fruia of
Houston, "'Texas; Teresa
Pupillo of _River Grove, Ill.
and Thomas Spicer of Cherry
Hill, N.J.
Retro Hair is a salute to the
glamour of Hollywood, whia
recently celebrated its 75th
year. Some Retro Hair
fashions were photographed
at Universal Studios Tours




Sandra Stark of Murray are
serving as officers for 1979 of
the Alpha Delta Pi sorority at
Murray Sate University.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Martin Bone of Murray is
one of the pledges installed
Feb. 5 by the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity at Murray State
University.
bers only._
Events Listed For Community Calendar
Thursday, March 1
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to meet
at 8 p.m. at thet.lodge hall,
North 16th Street.
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre will have
its second anniversary dinner-
theatre at the Murray Jaycee
Center at 6p.m.
Calloway County Library
Board of Directors are
scheduled to meet at 5:30 p.m.
Non-denommational Bible
Study will be held in Room 205,
Roy Stewart Stadium, at 7:30
p.m. Persons are asked to
bring their Bibles.
Legion of Mary will meet at
1:30 p.m. in the rectory of St.
Lea's Catholic Church.
Mrs Roberta Tarry will
have available some
literature on how to paint all
sorts of metals with oil paints
at 1 p m: at the Murray Art




meet at 7 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church with Dr.
Gordon Vire as speaker.
Meeting of the North
Calloway Elementary School
FTC has been postponed from
today to March 29.
The Garden Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 10 a.m. at the club
house for a "Helping Hands"
Bridge Workshop. The
business meeting will be at
1:30 p.m.
Bread for the World Chapter
of Murray and Calloway
County will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the First Christian Church.
English actor Paul Meier
will present his one-man
dramatic monologue on the
gospel of Mark at 10 a.m. and 1
p.m. at East Calloway
Elementary School.
Alpha Mu Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha will
meet at the home of Marie
Forrester, 806 Sha-Wa, at 7
p.m.
Knights of Columbus will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in Gleason
Hall, North 12th Street.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929
Boat Show, sponsored by the
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.,
will be held at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday, March
World Day of Prayer
program, sponsored by
Church Women United, will be
held at the Hale Chapel of the
First United Methodist
Church at 10 a.m. with the
Rev. Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
Jr., as speaker.
Meeting of the Golden Age
Club has been postponed until
March 9.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
English actor Paul Meier
will present his one-man
dramatic monologue on the
gospel of Mark at 10 a.m. and 1
p.m. at Southwest Calloway
Elementary School.
Second night of the Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre anniversary dinner-
theatre will be at the Murray
Jaycee Center at 6 p.m.
Ellis Chappell, airbrush
artist, will present a
demonstration and work at
7:30 p.m. in Room 423, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Boat Show, sponsored by
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.,
Panorama Shores, will con-
tine at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center, from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday, March 3
Third night of the Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre anniversary dinner-
theatre will be at the Murray
Jaycee Center at 7 p.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at the lodge hall.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
at 8 p.m. at the Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
Alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.
English actor Paul Meier
will present his one-man
dramatic monologue on the
gospel of Mark at 8:30 a.m.
and 2 p.m. at the Calloway
County High School.
Joni Leigh Guthrie Is
Honored Tea Shower
Miss Joni Leigh Guthrie,
who will be married to Billy
Joe McDougal on Saturday,
Make Your First Stop Here!
March 10, at 6 p.m. at the First
United Methodist Church was
honored on Sunday afternoon,
Feb. 25, with a tea shower at
the parlor of the church.
Mesdames Louis Beyer,
Ron Foster, James Frank, Joe
Keeslar. and Jim Stahler were
the hostesses for the
prenuptial occasion which was
held between the hours of 2:30
and 4:30 p.m.
The honoree chose to wear a
brown velvet ensemble with
champagne silk blouse. She,
her mother, Mrs. Charles K.
Guthrie, and the mother of the
groom-to-be, Mrs. William
McDougal, were presented
corsages of white shasta
daisies by the hostesses.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, coffee, nuts and mints
were served at the tea table
which was covered with a
florentine lace cloth over blue
and centered with an
arrangement of blue and
white daisies in a white wicker
basket.
Some forty guests called or
sent gifts during the af-
ternoon.
UTILITY SAVINGS
NEW YORK ( AP) — It's a
misconception to think that util-
ities automatically give a cus-
tomer the most preferential
rate available, according to a
utility-rate consulting firm.
The selectioh of rates is the
customer's responsibility, says
the National Utility Service.
Another common miscon-
ception, it says, is that state
public service commissions es-
tablish utility rates and compel
companies to see that each cus-
tomer gets the lowest rate.
State commissions are pri-
marily concerned with the utili-
ty's total annual revenue, ac-
cording t& the consultant.
Moseley, March 5
Chapter M et the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will hold its annual
business meeting and election
of officers in the home of Mrs.
Henry McKenzie at 7.30 p.m.
with Mrs. Alfred Lindsey as
cohostess.
Executi,ye Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7- 30
p.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Mrs. T. C. Collie at 7 p.m. and
Kathleen Jones with Miss
Hazel Tarry at 7:15 p.m.
GAS of First Baptist Church
will meet as follows: Grades 1
to 4 at 2:45 p.m. and Grades 5
and 6 at 3:15 p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.rn.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets. For
information call 759-1792 or —
753-9261.
Monday, March 5
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray This is open
to all persons with any
emotional or nervous
problems or needs
Singles Unlimited will meet
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church at
7:30 p.m. with Carolyn
Reagan to continue her
lessons on yoga. This is open
to all single adults, regardless
of reason, over 18 years of age.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall, Highway 121 North at
Johnny Robertson Road.
Monday, March 5
Auditions for Murray State
University summer theatre
production of "Twilight
Cabaret" at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park will
be at 6 p.m. in Room 347, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
First Regional Girls'
Basketball Tournament will





































Memories of the grim fall of
1973 have faded.
• But the crisis aspects of the
nation's dependence on foreign
fuel was apparent when the
Arab nations shut off the flow of
oil for almost six months
even during a comparatively
mild winter. Many gasoline
stations closed. Long waiting
:r lines appeared as motorists
competed for limited
allocations of fuel. Sunday or
late-night driving was risky, as
station operators locked their
: pumps to conserve their scanty
. fuel supply. In the frigid Nor-
• theast, some families were
unable to heat their homes.
Now, President Carter is at-
tempting to convince an
energy-profligate people that it
:.could happen again. Cur-
tailment of oil production in
17 strife-torn Iran has robbed the
• United States of almost 5 per-
:: cent of the 19 million barrels
-: burned daily. Increased im-
ports from Saudi Arabia, which
partially fill the gap, are of un-
certain reliability.
And if prolonged, the Iranian
shutdown could trigger a
sharing agreement with our
allies, further cutting the fuel
available to American con-
sumers and industry.
Oil supplies could fall as
much as 7 percent short of
.-.national requirements, ap-
--roaching the average shortfaltr
of 10 percent during the Arab
oil embargo.
The public, unfortunately,
remains skeptical despite the
lingering evidence of the 1973
oil famine — gasoline prices
.- that have more than doubled,
abandoned gas stations and the
self-service phenomenon.
The 55-mite-per-hour speed




faltered. Car pools are scorned.
Public transit has little appeal.
Gas-guzzling motor homes and
recreational rigs crowd the
highways.
Although motorists deplore
the price of gasoline, their thir-
st is unabated. Government
controls keep the price within
reach.
The President has appealed
for an early public response to
what could be another crisis to
ease the crisis impact. If
Americans would observe
speed limits, he said, keep ther-
mostats set at 65 degrees and
otherwise be "prudent," the
potential economic upset could
be kept to the minimum.
That should be enough to con-
vince a people concerned with
its own welfare. The alter-
native could be rationing, more
long lines, persistent escalation
of prices and, conceivably, suf-
fering.
The Carter warning of "more
strenuous measures" should









The mystery of the early arrival and sudden departure of the
Mormon religious society- has been a source of speculation in Callo-
way County for the past 70 years. Now with the return of the
saints, the brief history left by the historian Perrin became an inspira-
tion for further inquiry, particularly that of Sidney Rigdon who
led the Calloway County flock.
Rigdon (1793-1876) came within a heartbeat of being the
founding saint of the Mormon Church throughout the world. He
earlier preached as a Baptist in Fayette, Seneca] County, New York,
from 1819-1828, part of the time in Pittsburgh, where he joined
Alexander Campbell and Walter Scott in establishing the Disciples
of Christ, but moved on to Menton, Pa., to spread the word. He
was baptized into the Mormon faith, became a leader and, after a
"revelation" in December, 1830, made a new translation of the Bible
in which he prophesized the coming of John Smith and the nature
of "The Book of Mormon" which was inserted in the 50th chapter of
Genesis and the 29th chapter of Isaiah. The translation was not
published until 1866 and is not in use by the Mormon churches.
Rigdon, years before coming to Calloway County, accompanied
Joseph Smith Jr., founder of the present day Mormon Church, into
Ohio where at Kirkland, 0., the sect became highly successful,
partly because of Rigdon's previous work in the area when a cham-
pion of the Disciples faith. There the sect established a New
Jerusalem where- Rigdon operated a general store, steam sawmill,
tannery, purchased land, platted a city, and completed building of a
stone temple which was consecrated in 1836. The teachings of
Rigdon and Smith came under the wrath of other religious follow-
ers in Ohio and while in Hiram they were tarred and feathered.
On March 8, 1833, the Mormon Church was establishing an organi-
zation with Rigdon, Smith and Frederick G. Williams composing
the first presidency "and were entrusted with the keys of the first
kingdom." By February, 1834, the church was fairly well organized
as an institution.
Apparently Smith's personal life became a thorn of dissention
within the ranks and had there not been for Brigham Young
(j801-1877), a Vermont painter and glazier who was baptized in
the faith in 1832, the organization could have been permanently
dissolved. Soon after Young's affiliation with the Mormons, he was
ordained one of the quorum of the "twelve apostles" who were
designated to proselyte among the gentiles. Rigdon and Smithbecame
the treasurer and secretary, resve,ctively, of a financial organization
in Kirkland, .0., for which they were convicted of illegal banking
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Garrott's Galley
M.( . Garrott
Feeding Nine People Three Meals
A Day On $14.28 Is Management.'
One of the most delightful ex-
periences of our 10 years in Murray
came our way recently when Cathryn
and I were dinner guests of the eight
girls currently living in the Home
Management House at Murray State.
The girls are living there for eight
weeks. They are all seniors and in the
Home Management Residence course
(HFC 4411 taught by Dr. Joan L
Maupin. Originally from Bloomfield,
Mo., Dr. Maupin came to Murray State
last fall after receiving her doctorate at
the University of Georgia.
Among the home's present eight
residents is Valerie Wright, daughter of
long-time friends of ours in Mayfield,
Hal and Mary Ruth Wright. When it
came Valerie's turn to be the house
manager for a week, she invited her
parents and Cathryn and me as their
dinner guests on a Thursday.
It was a most pleasant experience
from the moment we were warmly and
gracigusly welcomed at the door until
we left almost four hours later.
Greeting us along with Valerie were:
Suzanne Curtsinger of Louisville; Ruth
Gray, Cadiz; Nancy Sills; Dover,
Tenn.; Elaine Eversmeyer and Norita
A. Cassity of Murray; student regent
and president of the Student Govern-
ment Association Martha Boles of
Madisonville; and Mary Jane Minto,
also of Mayfield. Dr. Maupin also was
there as she is for most meals, although
she lives elsewhere in town.
An of the home's management
responsibilities are divided into eight
areas with each girl required to be in
charge of one of them for one week. The
top spot is the house manager. Next is
the assistant house manager, and then
follows in this ladder-run order: Kit-
chen manager, assistant kitchen
manager, upstairs housekeeper,
downstairs housekeeper, maintenance
manager and social director.
When a group moves into the stately
old Colonial, first occupied in 1937 and
built at a cost of $17,163.61, each girl is
assigned one week in one or the other of
those jobs. At the end of the first week,




As Israel and her Arab neighbors
move closer to a peace settlement,
these words from the great Jewish
humanist Martin Buber (ir7e-1965),
written in 1929 in response to Zionists
who wished to rely on military force,
remain most pertinent:
How can we secure our settlements
in Palestine? I answer that no form
of security is more real than this:
to become a spiritual power, to
create new forms of community
Ilfe, new relationships between
nations, a true anion of East and
West, and on the basis of this work
to unite ourselves with the
elements of the future among all
peoples.
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manager drops to the end of the list to
become social director and everyone
moves up a rung on the job ladder — the
assistant house manager taking over as
manager for the week.
As house manager, our official host,
Valerie, had been responsible for the
over-all operation of the house for that
week, from buying the groceries to
presiding over the weekly house
meeting.
Soundly-built, completely furnished
and four-bedrooms, the house has an
upstairs and a full basement and is
ideated on North 14th Street between
Wells Hall and the Arena. You couldn't
touch one like it today for less than
$100,000.
If we ever have another Great
Depression, these young ladies will be
ready for it!
They only get $100 a week, or S14.28
pet day, with which to feed the eight of
them and Dr. Maupin three meals a day
plus', the special guests. That's
managing in anybody's book. Too, they
must have some money left over.
The girls sleep two to the room and
share two large baths. A downstairs
powder room is being built from a
converted hallway.
All are up for breakfast at 7:45 a.m.
Lunch is from 11:45 a.m. to 12 noon and
dinner between 4 and 6 p.m., all
scheduled so the eight can eat
together. All have keys to the front door
and come and go as they please.
++++++
Our dinner was one of lasagna, tossed
salad, French bread, relish tray and
with Tortoni for dessert, served by
candlelight in the dining room and on
tables set up in the living room. Af-
terwards, the dishes and the living
room tables miraculously disappeared
and everyone settled down in the living
room for a couple hours of delightful
conversation.
I heard later that the girls were
pleasantly surprised to learn how easily
they could talk with us older folks.
The object of it all, Dr. Maupin ex-
plained, is to provide the young ladies
with the opportunity to demonstrate
their ability in managing the resources
which will be available to them in a
family-type situation and to live and
work together cooperatively.
Come March 10, these young ladies
will leave the house to go their separate
ways for eight weeks of student
teaching before they graduate in May.
A new group will be moving in for their
eight weeks when the fall semester rolls
around.
If! had my way though, everyone of
the eight living there now already has
earned an "A" in HEC 411, Home
Management Residence. Anyone who
can feed nine people three meals on
$14.28 a day_ deservhothing less!
Bible Thought
...Thou art my beloved Son, In
whom I am well pleased. Mark
I:11.
God was pleased with Jesus
His Son because He was
obedient. We can please God
the same way.




Groundbreaking ceremonies for the
new eight story general classroom
building between Wells Hall and the
University School at Murray State
University will be held on March 4.
Linda Humphreys, Mike Johnson,
Ronnie Bowerman, Sharon Moore,
Leanne Lampe, Deborah Eldridge,
rhyllis Lindsey, and Randy Grogan
were first place winners in the art
contest sponsored by the Creative Arts
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nadine
King, 51.
The naming of the major thorough-
fare to the Roy Stewart Stadium and a
memorial plaque will both honor the
memory of Gilbert Graves who lost his
life while playing football for Murray
State College on Nov. 27, 1924.
In high school basketball games
Fancy Farm beat University School
and Fulton County beat Murray High.
High team scorers were Allan Cash
with 12 for Fancy Farm, Nelson
Waldrop with 12 for University School,
Robert Nails with 24 for Fulton, and Pat
Lamb with 20 for Murray.
20 Years Ago
W. P. Hall, M. D., Paducah, will be in
Murray all day on March Sin relation to
Heart Week activities. He will be guest
speaker at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club and will meet with doctors
and hospital personnel.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Flora
Hatcher, 78,
Mrs. Mary Pace, executive secretary
of the local chapter of the American
Red Cross, has announced that water
safety classes will begin March leat
the Murray State College pool in the
Carr Health Building.
John Simmons, cubmaster of Cub
Pack 145, Carter School, presented
awards to Cubs at the monthly pack
meeting held at the school.
Miss Nancy Louise Spann, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Cross Spann, was
married to Marc Newman Kelley on
Feb. 28 at the First N.aptist church.
Mrs. 0. C. Markham spoke at the
meeting of the Magazine Club held at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
30 Years Ago
The All-Day Marketing Clinic for --
farmers and merchants will be held
March 3 at the Little Chapel of Murray
State College. Presenting the special'
program will be faculty and
representatives from the departments
of markets and rural finance of the
University of Kentucky.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Laura
D. Underwood, 82.
Mr. and Mrs. John L Long, operators
of Long's Bakery here, are attending a
three days' baking school in St. Louis,
Mo.
Mrs. Robert Taylor and Mrs. Claude
White presented the program on
"Hawaii: The Paradise of the Pacific"
at the meeting of the Woman's Society
of Christian Service of the Hazel
Methodist Church.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Elbert Martin on Feb. 25, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Gruggett on
Feb. 26, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Dale Ray on Feb. 27.
The GSA Investigation
By MELVIN B. HENLEY
Mayor of Murray
We read with interest a recent article
by Morris Cunningham, Memphis'
Commercial Appeal Washington
Bureau Correspondent, in which he
outlined circumstances regarding the
replacement of General Services Chief
Jay Solomon of Chattanooga, who has
spearheaded a clean-up of the GSA in
recent months.
According to Cunningham, Mr.
Solomon will bow out as GSA head next
month with an investigation he laun-
ched still incomplete. However, the
Carter administration has "vowed to
continue the investigation of
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a fariun for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
wholp not agree with an editorial
stanP•or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter-to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
wrongdoing in GSA's $5-billion-a-year
government maintenance and
procurement operations which so far
have resulted in 67 indictments and
more than 30 convictions or guilty
pleas." Why is Solomon bowing out with
the investigation still incomplete?
According to Cunningham, friends of
Solomon state that he has decided to
leave voluntarily rather than be fired
and incur the lasting hostility' of the
administration and its supporters.
"Since he plans to be active in business,
he feels he has no other realistic
choice," one friend was quoted as
saying.
Apparently, "White Ho,:se officials
became concerned several months ago
that the administration was suffering
politically as a result of the open and
public manner in which Solomon was
handling the GSA investigations,"
Cunningham said in his article. He also
stated that "last month the White
House, under pressure from House
Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neil,
shocked him (Solomon) by announcing
it had launched a search for his suc-
cessor."
It would seem, then, that the veteran
liberal politician from the old Kennedy
state of Massachusetts, had gotten
disturbed by the open prosecution of
political hacks for the thievery that has
been the rule of the day in the General
Services Adininistration for years.
Apparently the liberal beliefs of the
Massachusetts political hierarchy do
not include liberal prosecution of
thieves who raid the federal treasury at
the expense of the working taxpayers of
this country. If President Carter does
not have the nerve to stand up against
the entrenched eastern establishment
in their attempts to cover up govern-
ment theft, then we certainly have faint
hope that he will be able to withstand
the assaults of the Russian represen-
tatives at the SALT bargaining tables.
I believe the backbone of the
"proposition 13" movement in this
country is the total revulsion of the
working taxpayers at the attitude of
politics as usual with the consequent
cover up of the GSA thievery in
Washington. The cave-in of President
Carter to the Tip O'Neil politicians is
repungent, and does not serve to en-
courage the belief that he will be able to
straighten out much in Washington. If
this thievery and treasurery-raiding
goes unpunished we can lay the blame
at the feet of the entrenched
Washington bureauracy, but we can
also assign a lack of courage to the




Paris — "How is it," an American
visitor wanted to know, "the French
can build the Concorde, but can't build
an elevator that works"
Man has gone to the moon, but the
French still have great difficulty
getting to the fourth floor.
The head of the leading elevator
manufacturing firm here who, for
obvious reasons, asked not to be
identified, tended to confirm this.
"Elevators in France are notorously
unreliable because the French refuse to
pay the price for a good piece of
machinery," he said. "They always go
for the least expensive. That makes
competition fierce. What we find
ourselves selling are not good





























































































COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The appointment of a trustee
to oversee settlements in the
Beverly Hills Supper Club
disaster appears to indicate
the courts may approve a $3
million out-of-court set-
tlement.
U.S. District Judge Carl
Rubin on Tuesday named
Cincinnati attorney Lawrence
Kane Jr. to take charge of
money, securities and
property until the courts
determine disposition.
Richard Schilling, his four
sons and 4-R Corp., owners of
the club, offered cash and
property valued at 83 million
to surivors and the injured.
Both Rubin and Campbell
Circuit Judge John Diskin are
expected to rule soon on
whether to allow the out-of-
court settlement.
The May ga, 1977, fire took
the lives 165 persons and
injured antimated 50 more.
Rubin, in his order ap-
pointing Kane, said "sub-
stantial sums of money and
property have been and will be
offered by defendants ... over
a prolonged period of time."
Rubin said the trustee will
take title to real estate in the
settlement and pay taxes,
assessments and liablity in-
surance premiums on the
property.
Kane will also invest cash
received in government
securities, the order said.
Rubin also ordered the clerk
of the U.S. District Court to
rent a safe deposit box to hold
the government securities.
Rubin is to preside at the
first trial scheduled April 17.
The defendant is the Union
Light, Heat & Power Co., a
division of Cincinnati Gas &
Electric. The club owners had
been scheduled to stand trial
With the power company
before the settlement was
submitted to both courts.
tolumbia Gas Asks
PSC For OK To
Supply Customers
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Columbia Gas of Kentucky
has asked the state Public
Service Commission for
permission to begin supplying
additional residential, com-
mercial and industrial
customers as of April 1.
The company cited im-
proved natural gas supplies
and the deregulation of gas
prices provided in the national
energy act of 1978 as prime
factors in the move.
A company news release
said that Columbia feels it has
sufficient gas supplies now to
serve present customers,
additional customers and to
provide a reserve for weather
that is at least 10 degrees
colder than normal.
PSC secretary Richard
Heman said the commission
will act on the application "as
' quickly as we can." A hearing





Neither Columbia nor PSC
officials said they expected




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The executive director of the




Lattin of Hartford confirmed
the resignation Wednesday
but declined to discuss the
reasons.
Mrs. McDowell, of
Louisville, had been executive
director since July 1974. Her
















LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP)
Practical herd management
will be emphasized during the
Kentucky Dairymen con-
ference here March 54.




who will discuss recent ad-
vances in calf housing.
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MEAT MAKES THE MEAL & OWEN'S HAS












































Tobacco I Dairy Products
Rosedale All Green
LIMA BEANS  /6oz. 39'
TOMATOES 16 oz 39'
Rosedale
Del Monte Pineapple Grapefruit
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She draws her fifth foul but
doesn't even scowl while
walking to the bench to sit out
the rest of the game. And
chances are she will finish
with a game-high number of
rebounds and a basketful of
points.
You see, Jackie Mounts, the
same Jackie Mounts who
leads the Ohio Valley and
Kentucky Women's Inter-
collegiate conferences in
rebounding with a 14.0
average, puts first things, like
manners on the court, first.
-On the inside, I'm as mad
as anyone for corruniting a
dumb foul or disagreeing with
an official's call," she says.
"But I try to keep it en the
inside."
What success the Murray
State women have against the
University of Kentucky
tonight in the first round of the
KWIC tourney in Bowling
Green will depend heavily on
what success Mounts enjoys.
And an added factor may
have some bearing on her
play. Should the Racers lose,
it will be her last game in an
MSU uniform. "It is taking on
significance as the biggest
game of my life," Mounts said
Wednesday between practice
sessions. "And I'm not sure if
that's good or bad."
- When Mounts, a 6-foot
native of Springfield, Ohio,
entered her senior season in
November, one goal — a
winning season — bore on her
mind like nothing else. And
who could blame her? In her
previous three seasons, the
Racers had never come close
to a winning campaign.
Even Jean Smith. the
Murray State coach, went so
far as saying that her squad,
barring injuries, would end
the year wih more pluses than
minuses in the won-lost
column.
With the additon of a host of
promising freshmen and the
Tony Wilson
Sports Editor
return of starters Mounts,
Laura Lynn and Cindy Barris,
the chances appeared good.
At one point in the season,
the Racers even stood 9-8, but
a six-game losing streak
dashed their hopes for a
winning season. Murray is
now 10-15 and virtually
assured of a losing campaign.
"It really hurts — never
winning here," she says. "But
I can't even begin to explain
why we've been losing lately."
It's hardly because of
Mounts' play. Along with her
superior rebounding
statistics, she is tied with
Lynn for the team leadership
in scoring with a 15.7 average,
and her turnover total of 69 is
second-lowest among Racer
regulars.
Still, Mounts had to finish
the season with a rush to atone
for a slow start earlier this
season. "I think I put extra
See MOUNTS, page 10
Sports
Jackie Mounts (left) is nearing the end of en outstanding basketball career at Murray State. She
and her Racer teammates face the University of Kentucky today in the KWIC tournament.
Photo by Tony Wilson
Colonels The Best?
By the Associated Press
RICHMOND — Eastern
Kentucky handily won the
Ohio Valley Conference
regular season championship,
but the Colonels have to prove
themselves anew when the
OVC tournament begins
Friday in Alumni Coliseum.
Morehead, 14-12, takes on
Western, 16-10, in the first
tournament game while
Eastern Kentucky, 19-7, and
They'll Have To Prove Themselves Again
When OVC Tournament Opens In Richmond
Middle Tennessee, 16-10, meet Colonels, 9-3.
in the nightcap. A complicated tie-breaking
Nothing seems certain in the process left Tech out in the
OVC these days, especially cold as pairings were set for
considering last weekend's the tournament, which begins
frenzied regular season with two games Friday night
conclusion, and ends with a championship
Western Kentucky, battle Saturday night. There
Morehead State, Middle will be no consolation game.
Tennessee and Tennessee Morehead Coach Wayne
Tech all finished with 7-5 OVC Martin might well consider
records, creating a logjam in himself lucky to be seeded at







Joe Todd or Larry Hale
507 South 12th 753-2824
events necessary for the
Eagles to make the four-team
field.
Morehead took the first step
by upsetting Eastern 98-91 in
Morehead last Saturday, then
awaited word from Mur-
freesboro, Tenn., where
Middle was hosting Western.
Middle's 81-76 victory put





By the Associated Press
NASHVILLE — Tennessee
Tech's provost says he'll ask
the Ohio Valley Conference to
change its bylaws to prevent
exclusion of a basketball team




and vice president of
academic affairs at the
Cookeville school, said he
believes conference rules
were not followed but that
there was no intent to keep





Pays The Highest Allowed By Law
cr Security Federal




The Golden Eagles, who
finished the regular season in
a four-way tie for second place
in the OVC with a 7-5 slate,
tried to convince conference
schools that they should be
included in the tournament
Friday night at Richmond,
Ky.
OVC Commissioner Bob
Vanatta said Wednesday he
considers the case closed.
"Tech did protest," he said.
•'There was a full conference
call of presidents who upheld
the vote.
Last week, OVC schools
approved a tie-breaking
procedure in which the per-
formance of the four
deadlocked teams against the
No. 1 team, Eastern Ken-
tucky, were compared. The
teams that did best against the
Colonels would get into the
tournament. Then, if there
were any ties, the teams'
records would be compared
with the next lowest team in
the OVC final standings.
This process admitted
Western Kentucky, Morehead
State and Middle Tennessee
State and eliminated Tech
Tech Coach Cliff Malpass
said the tourney spots should
have been decided by
determining how the tied
teams fared against each
other.
Mirrray Ledger & Times
Macy Leads Kentucky;
Mississippi State, Vandy
Beaten In SEC Tourney
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — A
cool hand with national
championship experience and
two underdog teams expected
to be sidelined early stole the
show Wednesday when the
Southeastern Conference
launched its first postseason
basketball tournament in 27
years.
Kyle Macy, steadying in-
fluence on a young Kentucky
team, contributed key plays
time and again as the
defending national champions
struggled to an 82-77 victory
over stubborn Mississippi.
Walter Daniels hit 13
straight points during one
stretch to overcome a 10-point
deficit and freshman Eric
Marbury accounted for the
deciding points in the final
minute as Georgia upset
Mississippi State 75-72.
Auburn, getting three
layups in the closing minutes
off its seldom used delay of-
fense, knocked the SEC's
Cinderella team out of the
tournament when the Tigers
trimmed Vanderbilt 59-53.
In the other opening round
game, Alabama sent Florida
reeling to its ninth straight
defeat 8144 when the Gators
shot a paltry 29 percent to fall
15 points behind at halftime.
Two quarter-final matches
are set tonight to determine
the opposition for eighth-
ranked Louisiana State, the
SEC champion, and Ten-
nessee, the conference run-
nerup, with both having
received byes to the
semifinals.
Alabama, 18-9, tangles with
Kentucky, 17-10, at 6 p.m. CST
and Georgia, 14-13, takes on
Auburn, 12-15, at IS.
Macy, a junior guard,
scored 32 points, had five
steals and six assists in
leading Kentucky past Ole
Miss, which got a brilliant 39-
point effort from John Stroud,
the league's leading scorer.
"The shots were there for
me to take," said Macy. "It
was the most points I've
scored (at Kentucky), but I
am happy because it gave us a
first round victory." Macy, a
transfer, scored 38 points
against Minnesota in his
freshman season at Purdue.
"He has been through the
wars, and you cannot down-
play ,. experience," said Ole
Miss Coach Bob Weltlich of
Macy. "He gives Kentucky
great leadership and direc-
tion, which is the reason he's
out there."
The game developed into a
shootout — Macy outside from
the 15-20-foot range and
Stroud, featuring a soft shot,
destroying the Cats inside.
Macy hit 12 of 20 from the field
and Stroud 15 of 21.
Daniels and Ron Webb each
scored 22 points and Marbury
added 18 in Georgia's victory,
with all three playing key
roles — Daniels with his hot
streak when MSU built a 10-
point edge, Marbury with his
late flurry and Webb by hit-
ting 9 of his 10 shots. Webb
scored only two points in two
regular season games against
State this year.
"Let's be realistic," said
Georgia Coach Hugh Durham.
"Webb is not a 90 percent
shooter. But the only way we
can win is for somebody like
Ron to have a hot night."
Durham added, "You know
and I know that on paper they
were supposed to win. They
were the only team that
deserved an NCAA bid with
the exception of ISU. I don't
think any other team can win
20 games."
There was a question
whether Daniels would play
tonight against Auburn,
because his father, Willie
Daniels, died Wednesday
night in a Macon, Ga., hopsital
and the Bulldog star returned
home.
See SEC, page 10
What's Up
HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
4th District Tourney in MSU Sports Arena
Murray High girls (10-7) vs Marshall County
(17-2), 6:30 p.m.
Murray High boys (12-9) vs Marshall County
boys (19-6), approx. 7:45.
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
KWIC Tournament in Bowling Green
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A Rest live
Good One Tool!
Rain or shine, wet or dry, hot or cold,




Murray State University's Livestock and
Exposition Center, Murray, Ky.
March 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
Comfortable inside regardless of weather. Plenty
of free parking.
Friday and Saturday Sunday Afternoon
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. 1 p.m. to 6 p. m.
The most elaborate display of PONTOON BOATS ever presented in the whole U.S.A.
*HOUSEBOATS up to big, plush 58 footers.
*FISHING BOATS priced so low you may want to buy one for him and her.
*A few BASS BOATS at unheard of prices.
*SAIL BOATS at special show prices.
*Beautiful RUNABOUTS and family SKI BOATS will be displayed.
OTHER AMACTIONS PRESENTED
Some of the sharpest Tow Vehicles yee've ever seen, oourtesy of the local auto dealership.
The IL S. Coast Guard will display "Malt Beat", a stern drive runabout oirt away to show construction,
complete with engine and 'Mild's. Shown courtesy of the U. S. Coast Guard, toeing Safety Detachment,
Paducah, Ky. and V. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary Murray Flotilla 21-5.
A few close-out eistdeer related items will be offered at "once in a lifetime Prices."
Ky. State Police, Wafer Safety Division will be present with helpful water safety ideas and brochures.
A number of marine related items, such as pontoon tubes, will be on display. Build your own boat or for
special flotation usage.
Several hundred thousand dollars-worth of beautiful boats will be on display with prices cut to new lows
for this one big boat show!!
JUST DON'T MISS IT
Live Entertainment'
Fri. Night, Sat. Afternoon and Night
And Sunday Afternoon
Coffee and Donuts will be served














































































MSU Women Make Team
John Randall and Kenney
Hammonds were Murray
State representatives elected
to the all-Ohio Valley Con-
ference basketball squad
announced Thursday by the
league's office.
Eastern Kentucky's Ed
Byhre was named OVC coach-
of-the-year, and the Colonels'
James "Turk" Tillman ( 27.9
ppg. was chosen player-of-
the-year.
Other members of the squad
include Middle Tennessee's
Greg Joyner, Morehead's
Herbie Stamper and Charlie
Clay, Eastern's Bruce Jones
and Kenny Elliott, Western
Kentucky's Greg Jackson and
Trey Trumbo, Tennessee
Tech's Brian Troupe and
Austin Peay's Alfred Barney.
Randall finished with a 13.1
scoring average and his
rebounding mark of 8.4 ranked
third in the league. Ham-
monds, a bench-wanner early
in the season, won a starting
role and finished with an 11.1
scoring average.
His 29 points against Ten-
nessee Tech were the most
scored by any Racer this
season. He was the only first-
year player to make the team.
Hammonds also made the
all-freshman team, as did
teammate Tom Adams, a
native of Nashville. Other
members of the frosh squad
include:
Tech's Pete Abuts and Paul
Chadwell, Middle's Chris
Harris, Morehead's Glen
Napier, Norris Beckley and
Greg Coldiron, Austin Peay's
Cere Myrick and Western's
Craig McCormick.
Women's All-OVC Squad
The entire starting lineup of
Murray State made either the
all-conference or all-frosh
team. Jackie Mounts, Laura
Lynn and Cindy Barris made
the former, while Marla
Kelsch and Jeanette Rowan
were chosen for the latter.
Mounts led the OVC in
rebounding with a 14.7 mark
and tied Lynn for team
scoring honors with a 15.7
mark. Barrix, like Mounts, a
senior, sank 49-of-53 free
throws to lead the conference
in that department.
Other members of the all-
OVC squad include Tennessee
Tech's Pam Chambers and
Carmen Dowdwell,
Morehead's Donna Stephens
and Donna Murphy, Middle's
Sharon McClannahan,
Eastern's Peggy Gay, Austin
Peay's Elaine Swafford and
Western's Beth Blanton and
Shari Price.
The all-frosh team includes
Kelsch, Rowan, Western's
Price and Laurie Heltsley,
Austin Peay's Jeanne Hin-
chee, Middle's Ileana Portik,
Eastern's Sandra Mukes and
Morehead's Stephens, Irene
Moore and Robin Harmon.
John Resill (Am) end Kontoy Iftminonds (left) were Items awed to Ike •11-01tio Volley
Conformist kooktiboll sowed. Staff Photot
Nicklaus Says He's Near Top Of Game
By the Associated Press
ORLANDO, Fla. — There
was just the hint of a warning
in Jack Nicklaus' assessment
of his own play going into
today's first round of the
$250,000 Bay Hill Citrus Golf
Classic.
"My game, right now, is just
about like it was at Los
Angeles last year," Nicklaus
said.
It was at Los Angeles that
Nicklaus, generally
acknowledged as golf's.finest
player, started a string in
which he finished second, won,
was second by a shot, then
won again and went into the
Masters "probably better
prepared than I've ever
been."
This year he's cut back on
his already-brief schedule.
He's played only once this
season, almost two months
ago.
"I've played a lot at home
recently," Nicklaus said. "I'm
hitting the ball reasonably
well. I'm not in that bad
shape.




During Jerry's Super Shrimp Feast
you can get 21 golden shrimp, cole
slaw, french fries and a hot roll
with butter...All for only $3.49.
Offer good through April 15, 1979
South 12th Street
nament golf. I lack the
competition. In a couple of
weeks I should be where I
want to be."
That position, that "where I
want to be," is in peak con-
dition for the Masters in
Augusta. Ga., in April. It's the
first of the year's Big Four
tournaments, the events that
now claims Nicklaus' golfing
attention almost exclusively.
Nicklaus, now 39 and the
winner of almost everything
the game has to offer, has
announced a cutback in his
playing schedule to about 10-12
events a year. "I'll play the
majors ( the Masters, the U.S.
and British opens and the
PGA the tournaments I feel I
need to get ready for the
majors, plus a couple of
others," he said.




MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Top-
seeded Jimmy Connors routed
Stan Smith 6-4, 6-1 and six-
thseeded Arthur Ashe beat
runthseeded Tim Gullikson 1-
6, 7-6, 6-1 in the second round
of the $250,000 U.S. National
Indoor Tennis Championship.
In other action, third-seeded
Vitas Gerulaitis outlasted
South African Bernie Mitton 7-
5, 6-3; No. 5 Brian Gottfried
edged Tom Okker of The
Netherlands 3-6, 6-1, 7-6; No.7
Roscoe Tanner whipped
Wojtek Fibak of Poland 6-3, 7-
5; Australian John Alexander,
the 16th seed, defeated India's
Vijay Amritraj 7-5, 5-7, 6-3:
unseeded Victor Amaya upset
No. 8 Jose Higueras of Spain 7-
6, 6-4, and unseeded Peter
Fleming beat Paraguay's






said, is to extend his playing
career in the majors.
"I'm in a position now
( having won a record 15 major
professional titles ) where it
would be foolish for me not to
try to extend the record. I can
only do that by cutting back on
regular tournaments. I have
nothing left to prove in those
events. By cutting back I think
I can better maintain my
desire to play.
Rozelle's Reply...
...To A Letter Is Caught By Newspapers,
But NFL Boss Denies Official Any Cove rup
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
So you're a football buff, one
of those Sunday afternoon
prisoners of the boob tube, and
you see something — a bad
official's call, maybe — that
upsets you. What do you do?
Why, you just drop a line to
your friendly neighborhood
commissioner.
That's what Winifred Hale
of Forney, Texas, did. She
thought the Dallas Cowboys
got a bum deal on the vital
pass interference call in the
fourth quarter of the Super
Bowl and the official's
mistake led to the Pittsburgh
Steelers' 35-31 victory.
So she penned a protest to
Commissioner Pete Rozelle.
Winifred must have almost
swallowed her Adam's apple a
few days later when the
postman rang with a letter
from the National Football
League headquarters in New
York. It was on Rozelle's
official stationery and carried
his personal signature.
"We blew it," the corn-
' missioner acknowledged
openly in so many words.
Dallas newspapers got hold
of the letter and published it,
along with Pete's reply, and
the story was wired all across
the country.
In local pubs, betting
parlors, business offices and
living rooms, the reaction
bordered on half-disbelief and
halfamusement.
-Old Pete must have been
caught off guard and thought
the lady would never divulge
the admission of a mistake,"
was a common comment.
"He'd never want something
like that to get out."
Wrong, insists the high lama
of the NFL.
"We get 50 to 100 letters a
day on a variety of subjects —
some complaints on of-
ficiating, others making
suggestions on rules changes
and realignment, a lot from
kids," Roselle said. "We don't
ignore any of them.
On this particular play, the
Steelers' Lynn Swarm, going
out for a pass, and the
Cowboys' Benny Barnes
collided, the official ruled
interference and gave Pitt-
sburgh the ball on the Dallas
23. The Steelers scored four
plays later.
"The official, Fred
Swearingen, did not have the
advantage of our exhaustive
review which showed Barnes
tripped himself,. .and Swami
fell over him," the
comissioner said. "There
should have been no penalty.
Rozelle insists that such
hindsight correction after
looking at the films does not
necessarily make a case for
electronic appeal on key calls.
"This is one of the important
matters being taken up at our
annual meetings in Hawaii in
a couple of weeks," he said.
"Just to give you an idea of the
scope of this problem you
must understand there is an
average of 160 plays in each
game, each involving 72
players.
"Technically, you have 3,520
situations to watch in a single
game — 160 multiplied by 72.
Multiply that by the 14 games
we have a week and that
comes to close to 50,000
potential calls a week —
49,280, to be exact.
"You can't be perfect. I'm
happy to say reviews show our
officials are correct 97 percent
of the time. That's not bad."
Chenier, A Fan Himself
Now, Shines For Bullets
By the Associated Press
One of the things Phil
Chenier never really noticed
in past seasons was the fans —
until he joined them. Then
they became his inspiration.
They must have been an
"inspiration around the rest of
. the National Basketball
Association as well Wed-
nesday night. All eight home
teams wound up winners.
Chenier was a star guard for
the Washington Bullets before
suffering a back injury during
the 1977-78 season. It took
more than a full year for him
to return to action.
"My main objective was to
get back into a Bullets
uniform. I saw most of our
home games from the stands.
I could feel the excitement and
intensity in the crowd. I
overlooked it while I was
playing. I wanted to get back
down there."
Down there on the Capital
Centre court Wednesday
night, Chenier, in his seventh
game since putting that
uniform on again, scored a
season-high 17 points to help
the Bullets beat Chicago 124-
113.
In the rest of the National
Basketball Association it was
Boston 122, New Orleans 112;
San Antonio 135, New York
112; Milwaukee 139, Cleveland
117; Houston 172, Denver 97;
Phoenix 103, Indiana 102; San
Diego 122, Kansas City 120,
and Seattle 97, Philadelphia
93.
Elvin Hayes scored 33
points, 11 of them in the fital
six minutes when Washington
fought off a Chicago
challenge, and Bob Dandridge
added 21 for the Bullets. But it
was Chenier who got the
plaudits.
Artis Gilmore's 25 points
and 23 by Mickey Johnson
paced the Bulls.
Celtics 122, Jazz 112
Bob McAdoo made his
Boston Garden debut for the
Celtics with a 25-point per-
formance and Dave Cowens
added 21 in the victory over
New Orleans. The Celtics
pulled away from a 64-64 third-
period tie, rolling up a 114-97
lead before the Jazz, led by
Spencer Haywood's 31 points,
made a belated rush.
Spurs 135, Knicks 112
George Gervin's 33 points
led a San Antonio bom-
bardment that gave the Spurs
their third straight victory
and left New York with its 14th
loss in the last 16 road games.
The Spurs took a 17-point
halftime lead and
mushroomed it to as many as
34 points in the second half.
Larry Kenon added 20 points
to San Antonio's total.
Bucks 139, Cavs 117
Marques Johnson's 29
points, Kent Benson's 27 and
Junior Bridgeman's 25
propelled Milwaukee to its
runaway victory over
Cleveland, which was all but
out if it by halftime, trailing
by as many as 20 points in the
first half. Campy Russell had
20 to top the Cavaliers.
Rockets 122, Nuggets 9'7
Mike Dunleavy celebrated
the signing of a multi-year
contract before the game by
coming off the bench to score
21 points in Houston's romp
over Denver. Thirteen of the
points came in the second
quarter when the Rockets
pulled out to a 19-point lead,
one that ballooned to 33 in the
fourth period. George
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Georgetown-Syracuse Victor Will Be East's Best
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
With all due respect to
Temple, Penn and the rest.
Georgetown and Syracuse will
settle eastern college
basketball supremacy this
Saturday in College Park, Md.
"I'm looking forward to it,"
says Georgetown Coach John
Thompson, referring to his
meeting this weekend with
Syracuse. ''They've been
ranked high in the East and
we've been ranked high in the
East and it would have been a
shame if we hadn't gotten a
chance to play them."
That situation was
established as a result of
Syracuse's 83-71 victory over
St. Bonaventure in the Upstate




over Old Dominion in the
Southern Division Wednesday
night.
The winner of the
SyracuseGeorgetown game
will gain an automatic berth in
the NCAA playoffs.
"I think it will be a good
spectator game," says
Thompson of the impei)ding
battle. Georgetown, the
nation's 16thranked team,
counts Ivy League champion
Penn among its victuns this
season. Syracuse has already
beaten Temple, an eastern
powerhouse currently ranked
No. 12.
The Owls, meanwhile, were
successful in their East Coast
Conference playoffs by
beating Drexel 6157 in a
quarter-final game and ad-
vanced to a semifinal meeting
with Lafayette Friday at
Philadelphia's Palestra.
Lafayette earned a semifinal
berth with a 90-71 decision
over Delaware.
In other ECC playoff games,
St. Joseph's defeated La Salle
Mounts' Career May End
Continued from page 8
pressure on myself... knowing
this was my last year to play."
Though her rebounding
mark is up from 12.4 last year,
she averaged 16.7 points as a
junior. "That's because of the
rest of ,thle team. It used to be
'get the\ ball to Jackie' on
offense all the time, but
'anyone can score on this team
now..,
A glance at the latest OVC
press release supports
Mounts' statement. She, Lynn
and Barris were named to the
all-conference team, and the
other two Racer starters -
Marla Kelsch and Jeanette
Rowan - made the league's
all-freshman team.
Mounts career has spanned
a four-year period in which
women's basketball has risen
from virtually an intramural
level to that of at least a
battler for equality with the
men's program.
In fact, last season was the
first year, says Mounts, that
she was given two pairs of
shoes to last the season.
"Coach Smith ( in her second
season ) has had a lot to do
with the improvement in the
program here," Mounts says.
"She's made a stand and we
finally have equipment and
get to use this place ( the MSU
Sports Arena) to practice in.
"In my freshman year, I
could count the number of
times on my hand that we
practiced here."
Mounts, too, is in favor of
the recent -Title IX amend-
ment, which says, in part, that
the women's programs on the
intercollegiate level must
eventually be provided funds
by the university equal to
those of equivalent men's
programs.
"I don't think there's any
question that we deserve to be
equal with the men in sports,"
says Mounts. '`And we're
much closer than we were four
years ago."
One glaring difference in
men's and women's college
basketball is attendance at
games, and Mounts is aware
of the situation. "Publicity has
always been a problem, but
with more of it and backing by
the university, I think we can
eventually draw a good crowd
to see us play."
Even as late as 1977, at
times the clock was allowed to
continue running through
whistles and free throws if it
appeared the game was going
to delay the start of the men's
contest.
"I think those days are
over," says Mounts.
"Women's basketball is really
growing, and I'm kind of sorry
that I didn't come along a
couple of years later than I did
to benefit from it."
With the advent of the infant
Women's Basketball League,
Mounts doesn't rule out the
possibility of continuing her
hardwood days on the
professional level.
'I really don't know
anything about it. Someone
told me I was on one of the
teams' list of their top 50
prospects, but I'd have to give
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WE KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN WHEN YOU'RE TALKING PARTS 4.-ir itzrze
68-63 in overtime and Bucknell
trimmed West Chester 75-61.
Elsewhere, 18th-ranked







Roosevelt Bowe's 16 points
featured the Syracuse victory.
These same two teams met
last year in the Upstate New
York playoffs, with the
reverse results.
"I'll tell you this," said
Syracuse Coach Jim Boeheim,
"there are only two or three
teams on our schedule that
aren't afraid of us, and the
Bonmes are one of them."
The victory was the 19th
straight for the Orangemen,
who improved their season
record to a sparkling 25-2.
The fast Elesnontary Cbooriending 'mond nes • c•-vrinnor wNk Sootinvest for Um county tftio in
competition hold doting tint comity Modor-bigh basketball toornomont earlier this wmk. Front
row, from sift,.. Nancy MiNor, Debbie Walter, Tine Noesslon, Doysito Smith. Is hack ors Storm
Williams, JM Childress, Gorski McCoiston end Gino Kirk. ilto group rocoirml • warier ruling at
tbo Calloway County High citmtiondiag camp bold in tint fall mod was invortioti the spirit stick and
o trophy at dm Komi of Dixis Cbmtionding Camp WM at MSU.





Pad St Mary 52 Radland 42
5th District
Semifinal
livingston Cent 54 Caldwell Co 51
fith Distnct
Semifinal
Henderson Co 42 Webster Co 53
7th District
Semifinal
Dawson Springs 66 S Hopkins 65
10th District
Drakesboro 68 Muhlenberg Cent 62
13th District
°brawled 90 Adairville 44
lith District
Championship
Bowling Green 71 Warren East 70 iot)
15th District
Semifinal
Barren Co 71 Allen Co 70
lah District
Semifinal x





Carlisle Co 39 Fulton Ce34
bid District
Pad St Mary 58 Ballard Mem 53
5th District
Semifinal
caldwell Co 67 Livingston Cent 41
6th District
Semifinal
Providence 49 Union Co 48
0th District
Semifinal
Owensboro 48 Davies" Co 40
Apollo 48 Owaisboro Cath 25
10111 District
Mialenburg Cent 15 Graham 9
Ilth District
Semifinals
Breckinridge Co 75 Cloverport 17
Hancock Co 71 Whites Trinity 67
12th District
Championship
Ohio Co 56 Butler Co 53
13th District
Riasellville 49 Chandlers Chapel 43
14th District
Semifinal
Metcalfe Co 49 Gametal 47
Spring & Fall Colors
Men's 3 Piece Vest Suits
v./ups to 5 ;15 oo NOW 559"
Men's 4 Piece Vested Suits
Values to $120 00
Samsonite
Luggage 













Drew 71, FDU-Madison 61
Wesleyan 72. Williams 64
SOUTH
Mercer 14, Steam it
Morris Brown 92. Georgia St 90, (YT
NC-Charlotte it. Georgia Southern 71
NC-Wilininglon 74, F Tenn St 65
S Alabama 97, NW lousiona 91
S Missisampi 78, Samford 63
MIDWEST
Ball St. 8$,E Michigan 67
Cent Michigan 72. Booting Green 66
Cent Missouri D. Rockhurst 82, OT
Detroit M. Xavier lOrnoi 69
Kent St 63. Miami, Ohio 62
Loyola, Ill 96, Valpanso 10
N Illinois 102, W Michigan 100. VT
Toledo 75, Ohio U. 70
FAR WEST




Bucknell 75, West Chester 61
Lafayette 911, Delaware 71
St Joseph's Psi LaSalle 63. DT
Temple 61, Drexel 37
EC AC Upstate N.Y. Division
Clampisaibip
Syracuse 13, St Bonaventure 71
E,CAC Slathers Dhaka
Cliamgismsblis
Georgetown 73, Old Dominion 52
Frostier Canieresce
Cliamplsadilp
W Montana 67, E.Montana
GrUtC
Semifinals





the retirement of Ran Fairly. first
baseman
MILWAUKEE BREWERS- Announced
that Bill Travers. pitcher, had agreed to
contract terms.
MINNESOTA TWINS- Traded Bob
Goruudti. outfielder, to the Chicago Cubs
for Jim Buckner, outfielder, and assigned
hun to Toledo of the American
Association.
OAKLAND A'S-Signed Jim Todd and
Dave Hamilton. pitchers
TORONTO BLUE JAYS,- Signed Al




Cr, pitcher, to a oneyear cont
ract
OUIS CARDINALS- Signed Dan.




BOSTON BRUINS-Sent Dwight Foster
and Al Served, forwards, to Rochester
the American Hockey league
World lasekey Asseriatlea
CINCINNATI STTNGF RS- Extended
the contract of Barry Lame. defenseinan.





KANSAS CITY CHIEFS- Signed Chuck
lamer. linebacker. Jerry Rear. safety.
Greg Hattori cornerback. and Chester
Hart, receiver
MINNESOTA VIKINGS- Named Floyd
Rome, linebacker coach
NEW YORK GIANTS- Named Pet
',Opal receiver coach, Ralph Hawkins
defensive coordinator, and Ernie Adams
offensive assistant and special assistant
PASKETISAII.
Padissual Basketball Assartatain
motorail ROCKETS Signed Mike
Dialisep.orni to • multi-year contract.
COLLSGE.
BIG FIGHT -MEW Prentice c.auti
assistant commissioner.
DEI,TA STATE- Announced the




Anderson 1 14 IS, William' 4 6-4 14
Cowen 23-38, 16Mcy 121.11 n, Saddler 0 04
Casey 0 44 kaallOW 29-2 is, Verderber
43-2 2, rams 1.1411. rugs 9623.1396
.1 1771
Twaw44411.1iromi6 9-12 39, nem
51-1 1. TteMO 2 14 0, Malcom 3 44 15.
hamar e 7-22. Barrett 2 04 4, Hamallia I
1-1 3 Totab 1111 21-39 77
fialftirne-EMEMIM 40, Miasigaggi
Total foula-LIWIney 21, "igp 31
Fooled oat -11110111861. RIIKOM, %Ay
Technicsls-Millasta0 1111saligal Owicb
Weltlich A- • 741
Storewide
Southern Tech 65, Shorter 63, OT
OzartzCstiegtetr Cesderesee
First Rowed
School of the Ozarks 73, Park 71
SEC
First Resod
Alabama 81, Florida 64
Auburn Si, Vanderbilt 53
Georgia 75, Miss. St. 72
Kentucky 42, Mississippi 77
W. Ylrglaia Conference
Pint Rand
Concord 77, W Virginia St 68
Morris Harvey 79, Wheeling 67
Salem 86 Shepard 711
W Virginia Tech 58, W Liberty 51




Oregon Tech 73, W Baptist 71
NW Nazarene 94 Warner Pacific 75
Lewis & Clark 84, Willamette 66
Hamiii-Hilo 87, So Oregoo St 58
Freshman Eric Floyd
scored 24 points to lead
Georgetown over Old
Dominion, a team which
ironically beat the Hopis in
the Southern Division playoffs
Last year.
"I'm glad to have this game
under our belts," said
Thompson, who added that he
was nervous at the start of the
game because "we hadn't had
too much success against Old
Dominion."
Neal Robinson scored 15
points, including two key
baskets late in the second MC
to lead Temple over Drexel.
The Owls took a 37-28 lead at
the half, then survived two
flurries by Drexel.
Paul Bohlander scored 19
points to highlight Lafayette's
victory over Delaware.
Norman Black's ?A points
sparked St. Joseph's over La
Salle. Bob Barry and Al Leslie
teamed for all but 10 of
Bucknell's 46 second-half






State closed at 19-8 as Wiley
Peck scored 24 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds and Ray
White added 16 points.
Coach Jim Hatfield, saying
he hoped State would land a
spot in the National Invitation
Tournanment, praised
Georgia for its comeback.
"They could have folded, but
they didn't. They played with
patience and poim and pulled
it out."
Auburn, which lost Wee to
Vandy during the year, never
trailed Wednesday night. The
Tigers built an 11-point lead in
the second half before the
Commodores rallied tolvithin
one, but never got closer.
Bobby Cattage led Auburn
with 14 points and Bubba
Price had 13. Charles Davis
tallied 16 for Vandy, which lost
its fourth in a row.
"You are looking at a
basketball team that is
drained," said Vandy Caleb
Wayne Dobbs, who said he
plans to discuss the Memphis
State coaching vacancy with
that school's officials this
week.
"Our guys have gone to the
emotional well too often,"
Dobbs said. "They wanted to
do it again tonight, but they
just couldn't."
Amid reports that he won't
be at Vanderbilt next year,
Dobbs said during an
emotional postgame news
conference, "I want to be
where I'm wanted and ap-
preciated. Right now I can't
say exactly where I'll be."
Alabama had no trouble
with Florida, despite getting
only nine points from leading
scorer Reginald King, a
second team All-American.
Ken Johnson led the Tide with
15 points and Robert Scott had
14 points and 9 assists. Reggie
Hannah led the Gators with 19
points and 10 rebounds.
"We lacked self-composure
and self-discipline this
season," said Ric Clarson,
who scored 17 for Florida.
"Not everyone can win, but
everyone can try. And that's
what we did."
Coach C. M. Newton of
Alabama said he was pleased
that he was able to substitute
freely in the final 12 minutes
after his team built a 23-point
lead.
"We played well, and that's
what we needed to do," said
Newton.
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
NEW YORK - Larry Bird
of Indiana State and UCLA's
David Greenwood, two of the
nation's premier forwards,
were named to Associated
Press AllAmerican college
basketball team for the second
straight year.
The AP's elite group also
included San Francisco center
Bill Cartwright and guards
Sidney Moncrief of Arkansas




































N. Poplar Street Downtown Paris, Tenn.
Phone 642-1690
We will be open Friday & Saturday,
































































Iranian Holy City, Qom
By RICHARD TOMKINS
Associated Press Writer
QOM, Iran (AP) —
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini,
spiritual leader of the Islamic
revolution that drove Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
from power, returned to his
native holy city of Iran today
to a triumphant welcome after
14 years of exile.
Tens of thousands of
jubilant Shiite Moslems
. braved the morning cold to get
ta glimpse of the 78-year-old
religious patriarch. The




oiook four hours to make the
100-mile trip from Tehran. It
Moved slowly through the
..banner-festooned streets
following a single line of
plastic flowers in the center of
,..the roadway to the shrine of
, Hazrat Maasourneh, sister of
a Shiite religious leader who
died 1,300 years ago.
Turbaned mullahs, or
;Moslem priests, and many of
the 10,000 students at local
theology schools led the
crowds in a constant thun-
derous refrain of "Allah Akh-
bar! " — "God is Great!"
Khomeini returned to Iran a
month ago but delayed his
return to Qom while his forces
took over the government in
the capital and extended their
control across the country. He
was the religious leader in
.Qom until the shah had him
arrested in 1963 and expelled




despite a threat by Prime
Minister Mehdi Bazargan to







"They oppose us, they are
against our appointments. Our
day has been turned into
night," said Bazargan in a
broadcast.
"They put people in jail,
attack embassies and foreign
residents and they have
damaged our reputation and
even the reputation of Imam
Ahomeini. This is disgraceful.
If this goes on, we will have no
401ternative but to resign."
Meanwhile, the United
States was driven from its last
$nti-Soviet spy station in
;northern Iran on Wednesday,
let U.S. officials claimed norots were lost.
About 20 technicians who
'Manned the station at
ZICabkan, in northeast Iran,
were flown to Tehran after
guerrillas invaded the station.
U.S. officials in Washington
indicated the Americans,
before leaving, blew up the,
highly secret equipment used
to monitor Soviet missile
tests. They said there had
been "no compromise of
classified equipment,
documents or materials."
It was not known whether
the invading guerrillas were
leftwingers or rightists, but
the officials in Washington
said the post was retaken by
"friendly forces" and none of
the Americans were harmed.
HOME CRUSHED BY TRUCK — A trash truck crashed in, nis house in South
Pasadena, Calif., knocking it off the foundation. Home's occupant suffered shock anddriver jumped before the crash.
Shortage Area Medical School
Applicants To Get Consideration
parently some medical school
faculty are not happy with it.
"We have lost a lot of skin
with the faculty," Merrill
Packer, dean of the University
of Kentucky Dental School,
told the committee Wed-
nesday.
Dr. Peter Bosomworth,
dead of the UK Medical School
who helped draft the proposal,
admitted his faculty was not
happy.
The proposal would give
students applying at the
University of Kentucky or
University of Louisville up to




Sixty points would be based
on the students' academic
achievements, including
entrance test scores, while the





Chuck Hoffman, coor- „ The committee stopped
dinator of the group, said thee short of recommending that a
debt does not appear in any
estimate of the state's long-
term indebtedness because no
bonds have been issued and
because the state will not
begin to pay out of the General
Fund for three years.
The Taylorsville Citizen
Action Committee has filed
suit in federal court to stop the
project, contending that the
cost-sharing contract signed
with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers by former Gov.
Wendell Ford is illegal under
the Kentucky Constitution
which limits the state's
bonded indebtedness and
which prohibits one
legislature from obligating a




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Medical school applicants
from areas of the state lacking
in medical personnel would
get added consideration under
a proposal drafted by the
state's two medical schools.
The proposed 100-point scale
for judging applicants has
been endorsed by a special
committee on professional




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Rivers
Coalition said Wednesday it
will cost the state more than
$50 million to participate in a
cost-sharing contract for
construction of the Taylor-
sville Dam project in Spencer
County.
Radiology Associates of Murray
P. W. Kelly, M.D.
William R Wilson, m.D.,P.S.C.
announce moving their billing office from
301 S. 8th Street to the
Medical Arts
Building
1st Floor, Suite 5
Phone 759-1805".
similar formula be developed
for the state's three legal
schools.
While the medical school
faculty appeared cool to the





LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A state highway employee
was killed and three others
were injured Wednesday when
a steel-laden tractor trailer
rig crashed into a state pickup
that was stopped on the Clays
Ferry Bridge of Interstate 75.
The victim was identified as
Wayne Colliver, 21, Mount
Sterling. The names of the
injured men were nofl‘rn-
mediately available.
The driver of the tractor
trailer, Charles Young, was
not injured. Young's
hometown could not be
determined.
Young reportedly told state
police he did not see the work
crew in time to stop and lost
control when he swerved in an
effort to avoid the crash.
State police said the rig's
front wheels went over the
side of the bridge, which spans
the Kentucky River at the
Fayette-Madison county line.
The highway crew repor-
tedly was repairing potholes
at the time of the accident.
The legislators called the
proposal a move toward
dealing with the problem of a
shortage of medical school
students in rural areas.
"It is a great leap forward,"
said committee chairman,
Rep. Bill Weinberg, D-
Hindman. "The direction they
are going is a tremendous
improvement over what we
have had.
The committee was formed
by the 1978 General Assembly
in the midst of efforts to
require the professional
schools to accept more
students from rural areas,
especially in eastern Ken-
tucky.
Janie Jones of the com-
mittee compiled reports based
on statistics from the Council
on Higher Education that




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The Kentucky Womens
Political Caucus will hold an
informational meeting
Monday for persons interested
in forming local chapters.
The Kentucky Womens
Political Caucus is a non-
partisan organization whose
goal is to encourage and
promote women in politics and
government.
The meeting will be
moderated by Frankfort at-
torney Laura Murrell.
Speakers will include Hannah
Baird, a delegate to the 1976
Democratic National Con-
vention, and Barbara Hadley,
assistant press secretary to
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Terry McBrayer.
The meeting will begin at




LEBANON, Ky. (AP) — A
union election for employees
at Mary Immaculate Hospital
and Marion Manor Nursing
Home will be held May 18.
The election was agreed on
Wednesday by the hospital
and the Professional Nurses
and Hospital Workers Division
of the United Paperworkers
International union.
Two earlier elections were
set aside by the agreement.
Tow your boat with an International Scout
From Trucks, Trailers, Buses, Inc.
See our special Scout on display at the big colorful Boat Show at WestKentucky's Livestock & Exposition Center March 2-3-4.
Trucks, Trailers, Buses, Inc.
641 South ' 753-1371
students enrolled in the state's
medical schools during the
1977-78 school year and 39
counties with no dental
students.
Sixteen of the 21 counties
with no medical school
students and 19 of the counties
with no dental students have
been classified shortage areas
by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and
Welfare.
Ms. Jones also compiled
rankings based on students
per 1,000 population of the
counties which showed that
Carter County had the lowest
ratio and Fayette County had
the highest for medical school
students.
Carter County ranked
second behind Boyle County
for lowest ratio of dental
students, while Elliott County
ranked highest.
Harry Snyder, executive
director of the Council on
Higher Education, said the
county of residence of the
professional school students
was based on the high school
from which the students
graduated.
Franklin Court To Determine
UK Malpractice Suits Law
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
"Me attorney general's office
has asked Franklin Circuit
Court to determine the con-
ititutionality of the law under
which the University of
Kentucky Medical Center
handles malpractice suits.
It filed Wednesday for a
declaratory judgment, and
attached to the complaint was
a letter from the UK legal
office setting forth some of the
problems in that field.
e believe the statute is
constitutional and we think
they are covered," said
Assistant Attorney General
Barbara Edelman. "But they
are not willing just to rely on
our statement, which is un-
derstandable."
The concern stems in part
from a court ruling a couple of
years ago which voided a
broader state malpractice
statute.
"As it stands now, there is
disagreement between our
office and the-UK Board of
Trustees as to whether the
present coverage is valid,"
Ms. Edelman said.
Basically, she said, the
university has two types of
coverage for suits filed
against medical personnel.
One is basic and is made up
of contributions from UK,
originally $350,000 plus
whatever else is necessary to
maintain the fund annually.
The other is excess, funded
by the Legislature and
presumably tapped if the
normal coverage runs out.
Ms. Edelman said that when
the circuit court rules on the
validity of the statute which
set up malpractice coverage,
the school may then be able to
avoid duplicate coverage.
In a statement, the
university said it was
"reluctant to rely solely on
state statutes which have set





UK agents and employees can
be paid.
"Therefore, UK intends to
continue carrying commercial
medical malpractice in-
surance until such time as the
self-insurance program
established under state law is
declared valid specifically by
the Supreme Court of Ken-
tucky.
The statement said UK pays
premiums in excess of $300,030
annually for commercial
medical malpractice in-
serance for its staffs and
students in the colleges of
Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing,
Pharmacy and Allied Health
Professions.
"This commercial in-
surance is a $1 million
deductible policy, which
provides up to $6 million
aggregate coverage for
medical malpractice claims in
any one year. The University
of Kentucky does rely on the
self-insurance program for
the first $1 million aggregate
malpractice exposure in a
year," the statement said.
It said the legislation sem.
up UK's self-insuraie
program was "uncomfortably
similar" to a bill relating to
health care malpractice in-
surance that was sponsored by
the Kentucky Medical
Association on behalf of the
state's doctors and passed by
the 1976 General Assembly.
That bill was declared un-
constitutional by the state
Supreme Court.
"Because of the potentially
huge sums involved in
medical malpractice claims,
the University of Kentucky is
unjilling to rely upon mere
tnion as to the validity of
coverage provided under the
self-insurance program," the
statement said.
New Zealand Team To
Debate MSU Union ,Here
The New Zealand National
'Team from Victoria
University will debate the
Murray State Forensic Union
March 19 in Murray.
Murray State had been
selected as one of the schools
to host the visiting natior.al
team, now touring the United
States, according to Robert
Hall, Associate Executive
Secretary for the Speech
Communication Association.
Plans for the visit have not
been completed yet and the
Murray debaters have not
been chosen, Robert Valen-
tine, MSU director of debate,
stated. There is a strong
possibility that the two teams
will split,. pairing one Murray
speaker with one of the Neff
Zealanders for each topic,
Valentine added.
_The debate, open to the
public, will be held in
traditional parliamentary
style. After short speeches by
each debater, the floor will be
open for general debate where
the audience may particapate
Union Public Debate
Chairman Dennis Webb, a
sophomore from LaCenter,
said that his major concern
was the audience. "We have
good facilities and our
debaters always perform well,
but the campus and the
community don't always
provide a very large crowd,"
he commented. "We've been
embarrassed one or two times
by the small crowds. Most
people don't realize that these
debates are as much fun as
they are informative."
The March 19 debate is part
of a series of public debates
stonsored by the Forensic
Union and the MSU depart-
ment of speech and theatre.
The topic, time and place for
the debate will be announced
by Speech and Theatre
Chairman Vernon Gantt.




Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Interest is compounded daily and paid at maturity. The interest rate is
subject to change at maturity. This 9.498% rate is effective on certificates
purchased from now through March 7, 1979
WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF







3 months $1,000 5.5% 5.653%
1 or 2 years $1,000 6.0% 6.183%
21/2 or 3 years $1,000 6.5% 6.715%
4 years $1,000 7.25% 7.518%
6 years $1,000 7.50% 7.787%
8 or 10 years $1,000 7.75% 8.057%
Federal law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdrawn before maturity amounting to for-





All first- and second-place grade winners in the Murray Spelling Bee were presented
gift certificates from McDonalds. Above are first-place winners in each grade: from left,
Jon Billington, eighth grade; Philip Billington,seventh grade; Melissa Tinsley, sixth grade;
Charles Cella, seventh grade; and Brian Kirzan, fourth grade. Mrs. Geneva Brownfield
presented the certificates.
Second-place winners at each grade level are shown accepting their awards from
McDonalds. from left are: Jeremy White, seventh grade; Tracey Parker, fourth grad
Suzanne Meeks, sixth grade; Kellie McCarty, eighth grade; and Shawn Cooper, 
fifth
grade. The spelling bee is an annual event with winners from each region competing
for honors at the Kentucky Education Association meeting held in Louisville.
Jon Mark Billington, winner of the Murray Sch
ystem Spelling Bee accepts a cash award provided b
eople's Bank from Mrs. Geneva Brownfield, Murray Mi.
e School guidance counselor and coordinator of tit
ontest. Billington has won the spelling bee, sponso
y the Murray Education Association, for two consecutive
ears. He will represent the Murray System in the district
ontest to be held in April. Runner-up, Melissa Tinsley,









Across From Overby Benda 759-1501
Ohio River• r
Risi ngjo  
Crest Height
Honor Roll For Calloway High Released v,
The Cathllz County High
School has wed the honer
roll for -ond nine weeks
and first semester as follows:
Mb Grade—
Semester—




Terry Bo urla nd, Randy
Brandon, Robert Crick,
Thomas Dowdy, Lynn
Eldredge, Trisha Clark, Marie
Brantley, Kristy Clark,
Melissa Farris, Janice
Chaney, Terrill Hester, Randy
Dawson+, Kathy Dowdy,
Mark Jackson, Julie Gargus,
Christi Hale, Danetta Morris,
Bob Houghton, Lisa Phillips,
Rhanda Key, Kevin Hopkins,








Smith, Steve Turley, Rod
Douglas, Trudy Griggs, Mimi
Todd, Marsha Turner, Cindy
Tucker, Jennifer Waldrup,
Monaca West, Jay Young,
Joey Zinkovich.
2nd Nine Weeks—





Crick, Thomas Dowdy, Lynn
Eldredge+, Trisha Clark,
Marie Brantley, Kristy Clark,
Melissa Farris, Janice
Chaney, Terrill Hester, Randy
Dawson+, Kathy Dowdy,
Mark Jackson, Julie Gargus,
By The Associated Press
The rain-swollen Ohio River
rose toward cresting today in
southwestern portions of the
state while residents up-
stream began cleaning up
after flood waters began to
recede.
Although rain was forecast
for the southern sections of the
state today, weather officials
said it would have little effect
on the flooding.
High waters forced the Ohio
Department of Transportation
to close 55 miles of U.S. 52
from Cincinnati eastward to
Ripley, possibly until Sunday.
About 100 National Guard
troops were on duty through
the night, assisting local
county disaster services
directors and civil authorities
with traffic control and local
emergency evacuation.
Elsewhere in the nation
today, snow was moving from
the West Coast toward the
Rockies, while the same storm
system dumped rain from
northern and central
California into the Great
Basin.
Travel advisories were
issued for the Sierras in
California and for the central
mountains and the roarnas
Prairie-Sun Valley rd in
Idaho. A heavy snow
was in effect for southeste
Idaho, and a winter
watch covered Utah today.
Snow also fell across nr-
them and central Minn











Practice Limited To Urology
Huger Garner, Christi Hale,
Steven Hale, Danetta Morris,
Robert Hill, Ricky Houston,
Phil Orr, Bob Houghton,
usa Phillips, Rhanda Key,.
%Kevin Hopkins, Darrell
Overby+, Rachel Lamb+,
Mitzi McCallon, Rex Morgan,
Elizabeth Wojcik+,
Ladonna Overby, Julie
Miller, James Rogers, John
Smith, Steve Turley, Jeanetta
Underhill+, Trudy Griggs+,
Rod Douglas, Clarissa Thorn,
Mimi Todd, Jennifer Waldrup,















Lesa Jones, Glenn Jones,
Mike Jackson, Jena Hoke,
Candy Maddox+, Aleeah
Lamb, Bonita Lamb, Teresa







Karen Byerly, Jeanna Cooper,
Joyce Deering, Keith
Ford+, Danny Garland, Lode
Hale, Glenn Jones, Tracie
Housden, Jena Hoke, Lanessa
Jones,
Candy Maddox+, Aleeah
Lamb, Bonita Lamb, Teresa






James Bibb, Cindy Brandon,
Lori Buchanan, Liaha Bucy,





Emerson, Larry Enoch, Tim
Feltner, Tammy
Frankhouser, Chuck Holt,
Roger Garland, Jane Greer,
Trip Furchess, Jack Gray,
Lesley Herndon, Dale Fin-
ney+, Judy French+,
Rose Herndon+, Cathy
Jones, Thomas Jones, Joy










Steen, David Thorn+, Anita
Undelikill, Lisa Valentine,
Mary Wagoner, Jennifer
Williams, Kim Willie, Galen
Wortham.
Nine Weeks—
Lisa Bazzell+, Patti Car-
son+, Jamie Barnett, James
Bibb, Cindy Brandon, Melissa
Brinkley, Lori Buchanan,
Li.sha Bucy, Susan Byars, Ron






Holt, Roger Garland, Jane
Greer, Tripp Furchess, Jack
Gray, Lesley Herndon, Dale
Finney+, Judy French+,





Miller+, Jackie Miller, Debra
Pritchett, Kelly Pritchard,
Denise Rutherford+, Dale
Sheridan, Richie Steen, David
Thorn+, Anita Underhill, Lisa
Valentine, Mary Wagoner,











Mary Denny, Sandra Dillon,
Tommy Fike,
Ricky Garland, Glen Gib,
Ricky Hale, Lesa Hoke, Gail
Jewell, Eric Kelleher, Nancy
Murdock+, Karol Kemp,
Shayne Lassiter, Terry
Lassiter, Tanuny Lax, Renee
McDougal, Teresa McKinney,




Renee Overby, Jackie Parker,
Terry Paschall+, Shelia
Phillips, Jan Potts, Patty
Robinson, Rose Ross, Pam




Terry Tucker, Billy Vincent,
Donna Walker Orr, Carol
Watkins, Stephanie Wyatt+,





Cavitt, Carol Cooper+, Steve
Enoch, Charlotte Coursey,
Ricky Cunningham, Connie
Curd, Mary Denny, Sandra
Dillon, Tommy Eike,
Glen Gibbs, Ricky Hale,
Ricky Hargrove, Less Hoke,
Eric Kelleher, Nancy Mur-
dock+, Shayne Lassiter,
Terry Lassiter, Tammy Lax,
Tammy Locke, Renee
McDougal, Teresa McKinney,







Simmons, Dawn Sledd, Kim
Starks+, Debbie Smith,




Billy Vincent, Donna Walker





To Sell Stock Shares
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Utilities Co. plans to
sell about one million shares
of common stock to reduce its
short-term borrowings for
construction projects.
The public offering of stock
is scheduled March 28. KU's
stock Is -currently selling at
19'1, which means it would
generate $19.5 million if sold
now.
The utility serves more than






\ OW BRINGS YOU SPARKLING
-PR EllIUM QUA 14IT1 " EUROPEAN LAMPS
EUROPEAN NATHAN
LAGIN HAND CUT LEADED
CRYSTAL WITH SILK SHADE
TABLE LAMP
REGULAR RETAIL $95 TO $119
OUR $1080 $7c0o
PRICE La 17 to / 10
LIMITED QUANTITY -
HAMMERED ANTIQUE CERAMIC
BRASS BASE WITH LINEN SHADE
TABLE LAMP




WE ALSO HAVE: FLOOR LAMPS, SWAGS, REPLACEMENT SHADES,





LAKEWAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER



































WASHINGTON (AP) — The
scientific evidence Ls too weak
to say saccharin causes
cancer in humans and the
artificial sweetener should not
be taken off the market, says a
scientific group.
The American Council on
Science and Health said
Tuesday studies of saccharin
have been too pessimistic,
based on the skimpy evidence
available.
The council's saccharin
report is notably less cautious
than a similar one last
November by the prestigious
National Academy of
Sciences, even ttlkough both
studies examine' the same
data.
FIRST AID COURSE — Mrs. Mary Jane Overby, first aid and CPR instructor for the Red
Cross, recently taught a three-part course in standard rust aid to members of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad. The squad received written and skills tests after
completion of the course.
Photo tie Roger made'
Survey Shows Consumers Got
Break At Groceries Last Month
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Consumers got a break at
the grocery store last month,
but shoppers who've been
keeping track of prices over
the long haul will find little to
cheer about, an Associated
Press marketbasket survey
shows.
The AP drew up a random
list of 15 commonly purchased
food and nonfood items,
checked the price at one
supermarket in each of 13
cities on March 1, 1973, and
has rechecked on or about the
start of each succeeding
month. One item, chocolate
chip cookies, was dropped
from the list at the end of
November 1977 because the
manufacturer discontinued
the package size used in the
survey.
The latest check produced a
mixture of good and bad news.
On the plus side for shop-
pers: The marketbasket bill at
the checklist store declined in
eight cities, rose in four and
was unchanged in one. On an
overall basis, the market-
basket bill dropped an
average of 1 percent during
the month. The drop com-
pared with a 2.7 percent boost
in January.
On the minus side, however:
Comparing prices today with
those a year earlier, the AP
found the marketbasket bill
increased by an average of 8.3
percent. And a look at current
costs versus prices when the
marketbasket survey was
started showed that the
average bill at the checklist
store has risen 71 percent. The
Consumer Price Index of all
items has gone up about 55
percent in roughly the same
period.
The February decreases
were due mainly to declines in
the price of coffee and eggs.
The price of a pound of coffee
dropped at the checklist store
in eight cities last month,
reflecting, in part, cuts at the
wholesale level which, in turn,
reflected increased supplies of
beans from Brazil and other
producing nations.
Egg prices, which had been
going up with the cold
weather, started down again.
The price of a dozen eggs
dropped during February at
the checklist store in 11 cities;
by the beginning of March, the
average price was 84 cents a
dozen, compared to 91 cents a
month earlier.
There is no sign, meanwhile,
of any real break in the steady
increase in meat prices,
although there are some
scattered, temporary sales.
Declining supplies of beef are
responsible for most of the
price hikes. "There will be
short-term ups and downs in
the price of beef, but the trend
for the next three years is
toward higher prices," says
the National Livestock and
Meat Board.
No attempt was made to
weight the AP survey results
according to population
density or in terms of what
percent of a family's actual
grocery outlay each item
represents. The AP did not try
to compare actual prices from
city to city. The only com-
parisons were made in terms
of percentages of increase or
decrease.
The items on the AP
checklist were: chopped
chuck, center cut pork chops,
frozen orange juice con-
centrate, coffee_4pa.per towels,
butter, Grade-A 'medium
white eggs, creamy peanut
butter, laundry detergent,
fabric softener, tomato sauce,
milk, frankfurters and
granulated sugar. The cities
checked were: Albuquerque,
N.M., Atlanta, Ga., Boston,
Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Los
Angeles, Miami, New York,
Philadelphia, Providence,
Salt Lake City and Seattle.
China Challenges_ Vietnam
To Withdraw-w"From Cambodia
By DENIS D. GRAY
Associated Press Writer
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
— China said today it would
withdraw from Vietnam if the
Vietnamese would quit
Cambodia. But the Chinese
said they were sure the
Vietnamese would not accept
the challenge.
"The main trend of world








in self-defense against the
Vietnamese aggressors is
entirely different in nature
trom Vietnam's aggression
against Kampuchea by armed
force," it continued, the
concept of a mutual with-
drawal "is fair and is also a
key to resolving the current
tension in Southeast Asia."
But Hsinhua told Hanoi:
"We do not think you dare." It
said if the Vietnamese left
Cambodia, "the puppet
regime they have just propped
up in Phnom Penh would
swiftly collapse,. and their
ambition to dominate




Cambodia Dec. 25, ousted the
pro-Peking government ot





Winter Suit At 1/2..
Final Clearance
Still In Progress
1/2 PRICE & BELOW OR MORE
Spring Merchandise Arriving Daily!
KING'S DEN
"The" Store For Men
replaced it with a pro-Hanoi
regime of Cambodian Com-
munists who opposed Poi Pot.
Cambodian army. unite loyal
to Pol Pot have been waging
guerrilla war against the
Vietnamese ever since.
The Chinese invaded
Vietnam Feb. 17 with the
declared aim of punishing
Hanoi for border
provocations, but analysts
believe Peking also wanted to
draw Vietnamese troops away
from the Cambodian fighting




forces wiped out 1,600 Chinese
troops in Lang Son province,
where analysts believe the
major battle of the Vietnam
China war is shaping up.
Japan's Kyodo news service
quoted sources in Hanoi as
saying fierce fighting was
going on in the Lang Son area,
just below the border some 80
miles northeast of Hanoi, with
the Chinese launching human-
wave assaults urged on
bugles. But analysts III
Bangkok said the Chinese had
not taken the city of Lang Son.
Hanoi Radio also reported
battles in coastal Quang Ninh
province and north-central
Cao Bang province and
claimed more than 700
Chinese casualties.
The claims are impossible
to verify. Western
correspondents have been
barred by China and Vietnam
from the war front except for
one brief visit to Lang Son
during a recent U.S.
congressional visit to Hanoi.
Most of the reports about the
hostilities comes from official
Chinese and Vietnamese
broadcasts, intelligence
analysts in Bangkok, Tokyo,
Hong Kong and Washington,
or from off iciale in Peking and
Hanoi.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE BOUS—REAL ESTATE-1U E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COMITY AND AURORA
The Number To Caff
7534434
Clerks Brace For Another Seigel
By Late-Buying License Seekers
B BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
Court clerks around Ken-
tucky braced themselves for
another seige today by
motorists who missed Wed-
nesday's deadline for pur-
chasing new auto license plate
stitkers.
And in sonic areas, officials
predicted no leniency by
Police catching motorists with
expired stickers today.
In Louisville, Jefferson
County Clerk Bremer Ehrler
estimated some 40,000 persons
would be left to purchase their
license renewal stickers after
the deadline.
At Hopkinsville, Christian
County Clerk Thomas E.
Morris Sr. said the crowds
waiting to renew their licenses
Wednesday were "just killing
us" and predicted that today,
"It will be the same thing
again."
He estimated that 8,000 of
Christian County's 18,000
motorists due for renewals did
not get to the courthouse
before the deadline.
Warren County Clerk
Charles Morehead at Bowling
Green said at the end of
Wednesday's renewals, "We
lack about 10,000. We've sold
about two-thirds of them."
Morris said the crowds at
Hopkinsville were "lined up
all the way around the
courthouse and they have
been all day. Normally they
have to wait maybe an hour on
the last day but now they're
standing in line for four
hours."
At Bowling Green,
Morehead said, "They started
lining up at 5 a.m. We've had
people standing in line for
eight hours."
Crowds waiting to buy the
$12.50 stickers at offices in
Louisville and Lexington
caused traffia jams.
In Lexington, local officials
received complaints when
police began towing cars
parked illegally in the area of
the Fayette County Cour-
thouse as an estimated 2,000
persons waited in renewal
74"
lines during the morning rush
hour.
Urban County Council
Member Joe Jasper said some
constituents had their cars
towed while spending up to
three hours in line.But Mayor
James Amato said he wouldn't
interfere with the police.
Jasper said the city should
consider opening branch of-
fices to renew auto licenses, to
ease the last-day crunch.
But at Catlettsburg, Mrs.
Ray Slone, wife of Boyd
County Clerk Ray Slone, said,
•'The courthouse hall is full
and they are also lined up at
the branch at Ashland."
Morris said there were also
problems with cars parked
near the Christian County
Courthouse. "The police are
standing around like vultures
and slapping tickets on them."
Branch offices did not solve
the problem in Jefferson
County. About 1,000 people
stood in lines that wrapped
around the County Courthouse
and extended down Market
Street at the lunch hour. The
lines had begun forming at
5:30a.m.
Lines at a renewal stand at
the Oxmoor shopping center in
eastern Jefferson County
extended the full length of the




officer, said motorists with
expired stickers today risk a
citation or arrest.
In Fayette County, District
Court officials took steps to




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Funeral services will be held
Thursday for Dwight H. Bray,
a state highway engineer for
18 years
Bray, who retired in 1966,
died Tuesday. He was a native
of Indianapolis and a graduate
of the University of Kentucky.
Susan Griffin of the Court's
Traffic Division said the
charge would be dropped if a
cited person's sticker had
been expired less than 15 days
and the person had obtained a
new sticker in the meantime.
But she said those with
stickers expired for longer
than 15 days will have to pay
the standard fine of $52.50.
Morris said police in
Christian County appeared to
have no plans to be lenient
about the deadline. "They're
just waiting for it," he said.
Next year may bring some
relief, according to O.B.
Arnold, commissioner of
motor vehicle regulation in
the state Department of
Transportation.
Arnold has said that under
the state's new staggered
renewal system, the March 1
deadline for renewal applies
this year only to about 85
percent of the nearly 1.9
million auto licenses in the
state.
After this year, another_ 15
percent of the licenses will not
be due for renewal in
February, which ought to ease
the last-day rush.
"Next year should be the
last year of the big lines," said
Ehrler.
CORRECTION
The illustration in Parker's ad Wed-
nesday was wrong.
The Double Q Pink Salmon should have
been
Double Q Chum






fah Net, crIsPY on the
outside. light 'n fluffy
on the inside Served









Rates Allowed By Banking Law.
90 days, 6 months or 12 months maturity, $100 minimum
One year or two years maturity, $1,000 minimum
30 months maturity, $1,000 minimum
4 years maturity, $1,000 minimum
• year maturity, $1,000 minimum
8-10 year maturity, $1,000 minimum







Effective 3-1-79 din 3-7-79 Money Market Certificates 9.498%
Six months, $10,000 minimum New rites established weekly
Any Certificate in which the amount or maturity is altered must be re-written within ten days after the maturity of the existing
Certificate.
PERM-TIM WITNDRAWAL P111111 LQ_IIABLEITT OF A TIME DEPOSIT 
As a result of FDIC regulations which became effective July 5, 1973, you may not withdraw all or any part of your time depositprior to maturity, except with the consent of this bank, which may be given only at the time such request for withdrawal is made.At such time the bank may, but is not required to, give its consent. If the bank does consent the following penalty will beassessed on the amount withdrawn.
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ver 400 Participate In
10th Annual Egales Weekend
" WIDEN POND, KY — A
*cord 446 people participated
in the 10th annual Eagles
Weekend, February 23-25, at
Lake Barkley State Resort
!'ark near Cadiz, Kentucky.
The 3-day event was
itosponsored by the Kentucky
Department of Parks and




11116.1*.--Scott Taylor, 10, Todd Contri, 11, and Steven Malone, 10, all of Murray, spent Saturdaym• Land Between The Lakes searching for eagles during the 10th annual Eagles
Weekend. The weekend, sponsored by the Kentucky Department of Parks and TVA,
attracted more than 400 people to the area. Next year's weekend is scheduled for
February 22-24.
naturalists and area eagle
specialists presented lectures
and guided field trips to LBI-
Tom Dunstan, eagle
specialist and associate




with the birds of prey of the
Snake River in Idaho. His 4-
year study in the Snake River
area was supported by the
National Geographic Society,
the National Audubon Society,
the Society of Sigma Xi, and
the Western Illinois Univer-
sity Research Council.
Mike Pramstaller of the
Raptor Information Center in
Washington, D.C., also spoke




TVA Photo by Dawn Kemp
1._
Henry Buchanan of Murray, was one of approximat y 446 participants during the
.10th annual Eagles Weekend. Buchanan and hrs group sighted six eagles during the
field trip to TVA's Land Between The Lakes. The weekend was sponsored by the Ken-
tucky Department of Parks and Land Between The Lakes.
TVA Photo by Dawn Kemp
Tax Credit Is Available
To Those Who Save Energy
Taxpayers who take certain
steps to save energy in their
homes can cut their income
taz bills by up to $2,500 as a
result of recent legislation, the
Internal Revenue Service
said.
The law, which is
retroactive to April 20, 197'7,
provides for a tax credit of up
to $300 for energy con-
servation materials installed
in the home, with a separate







• 3 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries
• 2 Southern-Style
hush puppies.










devices such as solar or wind
equipment.
The smaller credit is figured
at 15 percent of the first $2,000
spent on such items as storm
or thermal windows and
doors, insulation, weather-





ignition systems to replace
gas pilot lights and clock
thermostats.
The "renewable" energy
source credit is 30 percent of
the first $2,000 plus 20 percent
of the next $8,000 invested in
qualifying solar, wind or
geothermal equipment used to
heat, cool or provide hot water
for use in the home.
Both credits are available
for items purchased and in-
stalled on a taxpayer's
principal residence between
April 20. 1977 and December
31, 1985. The "renewable"
energy credit is available for
both existing and newly
constructed homes. Renters
as well as homeowners are
eligible for the credit.
Taxpayers need not itemize
deductions to claim the
residential energy tax credit.
They do, however, have to file
Form 1040 attaching IRS
Form 5695. showing now the
credit was computed. Form
5695, "Energy Credits," is
available at IRS offices and
many banks and post offices
The credits for property
installed after April 19, 1977,
as well as the credits for
property installed in 1978 must
be claimed on the 1973 return.
However, no credit is allowed
on any return for any taxable
year if the credit is less than
$10. Any unused energy
credits may be carried over to
the extent the credit is more
than the taxpayers tax





destruction of habitat are the
reasons for the bald eagles'
decline," said Prarnstaller.
The first step the Raptor
Center initiated was a review
of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
mid-winter counts to evaluate
present data on eagles in the
U.S. TVA, in cooperation with
the first national eagle census,
reported 44 eagles at LBL.
Local residents recently
spotted an eagle in the
Jonathan Creek area.
Other participants included




Naturalist, and TVA staff.
Eagles Weekend originated
in 1970 to provide the public
the opportunity to observe and
learn about eagles and other
birds of prey.
The eagle was nearly
brought to the brink of ex-
tinction. Some specialists
believe the numbers of eagles
have stabilized through a
growing public awareness of
its plight and protection
provided by Federal, state,
and private agencies.
Next year's Eagles
Weekend is scheduled for
February 22-24, 1980, at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park.
4-01601r
OPENING NIGHT — The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre MN open its Second Anniversary
Celebration tonight at the Murray Jaycee Center at 6 p.m. Pictured in a scene from the first musical number are,
front row, left to right, Linda Begley, Jeff Lackey, Dana Silcox, Pat Vincent and Ren Leys; back row, Barbara Blivin,
Richard Valentine, Leesha Hazel and Jim Reese. Known as the "Theatre of Ideas," the Community Theatre has
presented drama, comedy, educational workshops, puppet theatre, children's shows and musicals in its two-year
existence. The celebration event will be held for two more nights March 2 and 3. Reservations are necessary andmust be made by noon of the day to be attended. Call 759-1752 for ticket information. Photo By Gene Batley




Attaches to electric drill to drain
basement, oil, etc. Includes %-in.
garden hose coupling, 3-ft inlet hose.













Dependable, long-lasting power for ra-
dios, toys, games, calculators, other low
power devices 09/2168P-2
LIMIT: TWO PACKS PER CUSTOMER
Scott's &sat Lawn Toone
TURF BUILDER
Ideal early spring law food releases nutrients
gradually. Provides a balanced, prolonged tending
so the lawn grows thick and green. riot just tall.
Helps develop sturdy root systems.
HALTS PLUS
Effectively kills crabgrass before it takes deep
root. Also fertilizes your lawn at the same time
One application provides a MI helm km estab-













are long lasting, easy to
clean. Won't rot, shed,
mildew. Non-skid back.
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VALUE BRIGHT"' UGHT BUMS
"Watt' a value! Four 60, 75, or 100-watt bulbs
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To Fit +4"k %I" Drill Reg. $26.97
$2100













Intensive Care Intensive Care
Baby Powder Baby Oil
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.White Wall Tire Scrubber
/Skinflint
Shop Uncle Jeff's All New Sporting Goods Dept. For All Your Hunting










H & R Model 649
.22 Pistol
.51.2" Barrel







































The 3 I 1 Wrist* ass Ova adeep sew-
dleiweise Wet wet, whir wise set, or lews
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Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more frnm 1 month to 36 months to pay,





































Dumbells - Jump Rope
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Along the nation's interstate
and primary highways there
are 197,791 signs and
billboards the government
would like to get rid of and
10,608 junkyards it would like
to see screened. But some
states aren't cooperating, and
even if they did, Uncle Sam
hasn't got the money to pay
for the removal.
As a result, America's high-
way beautification program,
launched with fanfare in 1965
by President Lyndon Johnson
and his wife, Lady Bird, is in
trouble.
President Carter didn't
include a penny for the
program in his fiscal 1980
budget, after earmarking
$13.1 million for it this year.
Richard W. Moeller of the
Federal Highway
Adrninitration said the Office
of Management and Budget
decided not to seek funds in
1980 because it wanted a
complete reassessment of the
program.
"We're contemplating a
series of public hearings on
the program, and we hope
soon to appoint an advisory
committee to analyze and give
direction," said Moeller, chief
of the agency's junkyard and
outdoor advertising branch.





He said the lack of 1980
budget money doesn't mean
the project will come to an
immediate halt.
"We have about $65 million
in the pipeline in some form or
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS 7 Poet
1 Ditches 8 Some
6 Lessen 9 Tantalum
11 Drum on 1- symbol
12 False report 10 Expunges
14 Heraldry: - 11 Plague
Grafted 13 Evaporates
15 Tote 16 Toward shel-
17 Land meas- ter
ure 19 Friendship
18 Past 20 Sow
19 Was ill 22 Grin
20 Greek letter 23 Faulty
21 Compass pt. 25 Acclaim
22 Pintail ducks 26 Separate
23 Toward shel- 28 Black eyes:
ter Slang
24 Hermit 29 Claw
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Distr. by United eatare Syndicate. Inc.
another, mostly funds that
have been allocated to states
for the removal of outdoor
advertising signs and the
screening of junkyards," he
said. "Some states could
operate for five years with
money already alloted to
them; others don't have
much."
Moeller said that in 1978
states asked for $52 million for
highway beautification, "but I
had only $9.5 million to give
out."
The concept started in 1958
as a voluntary program, with
states receiving an incentive
of one-half of one percent of
their federal highway funds if
they controlled advertising
signs within 660 feet of in-
terstate highways.
But only about half the
states participated, and in
1965, prodded by Johnson and
his wife and over the objection
of the outdoor ad industry,
Congress passed the Highway
Beautification Act.
The act extended billboard
control to other primary
federal highways and to
junkyards and offered in-
centives for landscaping
around highways. States not
complying could lose 10
percent of federal highway
money.
Signs along the designated
highways were allowed only in
areas zoned commercial or
industrial and junkyards only
in industrial areas.
The act also said -just
compensation" must be paid
to those whose signs were
removed and those who
screened junkyards.
, However, many local
governments claimed
authority in this area and did
not offer compensation. A 1976
amendment to the act
required local governments to
make such payments - which









"It's the same as evaluating
real estate,!" Moeller said.
-We appraise the structure,
the site, the number of cars
which pass by and the fair
market value."
He said payment could
range from $50 for a small
sign to several thousand for an
elaborate electronic billboard
with the nationwide average
about $2,000 for each.
So far only four states have
had federal highway money
withheld because of non-
compliance, and three, New
York, Alabama and
Oklahoma, had the funds
restored when they quickly
came into compliance.
The government withheld
$4.08 million from South
Dakota in fiscal 1978 and
$4.298 million in 1979. Last
November, Transportation
Secretary Brock Adams ruled
South Dakota could not
recover the 1978 funds but that
the 1979 money would be
restored if the South Dakota
legislature acts to put the
state in compliance by March
31.
The legislature now has two
bills before it, one calling for
fairly strict compliance, the
other for minimum com-
pliance. Moeller has discussed
the minimum compliance bill
with South Dakota officials,
and said it appears it might
pass federal muster.
The state claims its tourist
industry - centered on the
Badlands and Black Hills -
requires outdoor advertising.
Under minimum standards, it
wout attractions and to space
them reasonably close
together.
Under the just com-
pensation plan, 98,215 signs
have been removed from
beside highways nationwide,
but 197,791 remain. Only 1,413




Missouri and Tennessee, do
not have good records,
Moeller said. He added that
even if they wanted to im-
prove, there is no money to
pay the compensation.
"If I proposed penalizing
Missouri, for example, and
Missouri said give me $5
million, I do not have the funds
to give Missouri," Moeller
said.
How much federal money
would it take to remove all
noncomplying signs and
screen all junkyards? "At
least $52 million a year,"
Moeller replied.
Sen. Robert T. Stafford, R-
Vt., has proposed legislation
to let states decide if they
want to be involved in high-
way beautification, and
Moeller said this will be
discussed as part of the
reassessment.
"It would help us in one
way," he said. "States that did
not want to cooperate could
get out. That would leave
more money to spend on states
interested in highway
esthetics.





- State Sen. Woodrow
Stamper, D-West Liberty, has
been nominated as board
chairman of the Gateway
Area Development District.
Stamper, expected to be
elected at the annual meeting
March 30 at Morehead State
University, will succeed Dr.
Norris Norfleet, president of
Morehead, who is stepping
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rotird atom*
Maxwell Henry, Frenchburg,
first vice president; Harry
Hoffman, Montgomery
County judge-executive,
second vice president; Ray




The board also approved a
request from Menifee County
to spend $55,000 in area
development funds to help
erect a building that will house
a new industry in Frenchburg.
The firm, not identified,
would employ 30 to 50 workers
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CINCINNATI - A 1978
involuntary manslaughter
conviction of Bardstown
physician James M. Millen
has been overturned by the 6th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
The court, in a decision filed
this week, upheld Millen's
companion conviction on 20
counts of unlawful distribution
of a controlled substance.
Millen, free on an appeal
bond, was found guilty on the
charges early last year in U.S.
District Court at Louisville.
The manslaughter charge was
in connection with the drug-
overdose death of a Fort Knox
soldier.
Miller got a three-year
sentence on that charge and
five years on the drug counts.
His attorney said he will ask
the circuit court to again
consider overturning the drug
conviction. If that is un-
successful, the attorney said,
he will appeal to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
The appeals court sent back
the manslaughter charge to
the lower court for retrial. But
U.S. Attorney Albert Jones
said Wednesday that the
government will not retry the
charge because Millen still
faces the drug sentence.
One In Five Fayette
County Children
Are Illegitimate
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
One .of five children born to
Fayette County residents is
illegitimate, based on 1977
statistics, according to a new
state report.
The report was released this
week by the Department for
Human Resources' Bureau for
Health Services.
Of the 3,113 children born to
Fayette -County residents in
1977, 610 children, of 19.6
percent, were illegitimate, the
report said.
By comparison, the 17-
county Bluegrass region had a
14.4 illegRtmary rate and the
state had a 12.4 percent rate.
_





morning 9 : 00 .11:30.
Carolyn's Fabrics, Mineral







would like to buy on
load contract or rent
with option to buy small
house, or will consider
acreage with house,
preferably close to
town. Reply to P.O. Box
844, Murray, KT 42071.
FREE STORE. 'What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts.
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of - life,
food, clothing, furniture,
medical supplies How in the
world can you do that free?
By faith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far contacted,
have been overwhelmingly
receptive , to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need. We are a
non-profit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give reciepts for con,
tributions and donations
when needed for tax pin-
poses. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759 4600, Bible Facts,






Comp. Care  753-6622
Fire (City) 753-1441
Fire (County) 753-6952
Foster Parents  753-5362
Hospital 753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849
Humane Soc 759-4141
Learn To Read  753-2288
Needline ....753-NEED
Parents' Anon.., 753-1792
Poison Control .. 753-7588
Police 753-1621
Rescue Squad 753-6952
Senior Citizens . . 753-13929
Sheriff 753-3151
State Pol. 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep handy
near the telephone.
"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
love Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God. Not A Tape Call 759-
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over VVCBL-FM
102 3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP AM, Sundays at 12.30.
Repossessed furniture,
all types. Call 753-0517,
























Hwy 79 I Paris, TN
S. LOST AL POUND
LONG AGNER leather coat
size 14 was mistaken for
same type coat in a size 12 at
the Memorial Baptist
church. 7534025.
LOST • BLACK and white
bob tailed female kitten, 8
months old. wearing 'white
flea Collar, answers td the
name tory 759 0141 (-11itC1'‘
Pet,
S. LOST 11. FOUND
LOST. TWO black and tan
male Coon Hounds Lost
from home of Daryl Hill, 3
miles east of Almo. Call 753-
5461.
LOST: APPROXIMATELY 7
month old mixed breed
female dog, mostly white
(salt and pepper body) with
dark ears oind face. Lost in
the vac inity of the New
Providence area. Answers to
the name of Pepper. If seen
please call 753-7618 after 5.30
PCT1
LOST! Brown and
white britony bird dog




SMALL BLACK cat found In'
vacinity of old city park.
Owner may call and identify




demonstrators to sell our
guaranteed line of toys and
gifts on home party plan.
Compare our program!
You'll see why Merri-Mac is
the leader in the industry.
Experienced dealers may
qualify for Free Kit and
more!! Call collect now for
details: Ann Baxter, (319)
556-8881 or write Merri-Mac,


















and Lake City. Will
terminate approxima-
tely October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school graduates
and should apply at







machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.
FULL OR part time, help
needed for nights and
weekends. Apply in person to
P.N. Hirsch and Co.,
Olympic Plaza, Murray, KY.
FULL TIME waitress
wanted, Lynn Grove Cafe,
apply in person.
HELP WANTED for new
drive in restaurant, all ap-
plicants will be considered
regardless of age, sex, or
handicap. Apply at Bob's
Drive-10,810 Chestnut St.
HELP WANTED at Burger




LADY TO work in local
plant. Experienced with
machinery. Send resume to
P.O. Box 221, Murray,
Kentucky. 
MAINTENANCE MAN, full
Or part time, days. Apply at
Regal 8 Inn.
PADUCAH SUN looking for
carrier for motor route in
Murray area. If interested
call The Paducah Sun, 443-












Bachelors degree in Engr.
Technology, Engr.
Mechanics, or Engr Science;
or Bachelors degree in
Geology. Industrial Drafting,
or Design Technology; or
Associate degree in Engr.
Tech , Industrial Drafting.
Design Tech., or Industrial
Tech plus two years of engr
or engr tech experience, or
high school graduate Irie the
equivalent; with five years of





High School or equivalent
Salary range dependent on
years of qualifying experience
above education requirement
From 175.00 to 710.06 more
tNy
Excellent fringe benefits
Contact the Bureau of High-
ways' District Office, Ken-
tucky Dam Road, at Rekilland




for waitresses, day shift,
apply in person only. Hungry .
Bear, 1409 Main St.
PART TIME receptionist.
Apply in person at 201 N 5th,
Dr. R.N. Stout.
TRUCK DRIVER. Full time
driver for two ton delivery
truck. Most helpful if knows





10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
DESIRE TO sell Stock in
established sales and service
business. Interested party
can make weekly income,
plus dividends, prefer
working partner. Reply to






302 N. 12th St.
ar Call 7134203
14. WANT TO BUY
TRAILER AND lot close to
East Elementary. Call 4436
5830





paying 1.4.50 for each dollar
of silver coins dated 1964 and
back. Call (901) 642-6742.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: tobacco sticks,
used lumber, odds and ends.




washer made by Roper
in good condition,
$166. Call 763-6322 af-
ter 4110 p.m.
12 INCH COLOR t.v.,
Raliegh 3 speed bicycle. Call
753-73.49.
MOVING IN 2 weeks, must
sell following: Early
American couch, wing chair,
rocker, end tables, utility





range and clothes dryer. 489-




Hodge & Son, Inc.
206 So. 56
COUCH AND 2 chairs, 3 end
tables, one coffee table, and 3
lamps. 753-3645. 
r -
40 INCH FRIGIDARE range, -
S70. Call 753-5554.
TWO PIECE matching couch
and chair, excellent con-
dition. Also 13 inch color t.v.
Call 753-8170.
18. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE: Used Singer 4
sewing machine, zig-zag, and
all regular attachments, full :;10
cash price, 139.95, sews
perfect, fully guarenteed.
Call Martha Hopper, 354-
6521.
Is. FARM EQUIP.
990 CASE DAVID Brown
tractor, three 16 inch plows,
10 foot disc, also 8 row AC
planter. 753-3107 days, 753-
,5124 nights. 
1971 FORD 5000 farm
tractor. Good condition. Call
436-2739 after 5 pm.
7 FOOT TUFLINE pickup
disc, excellent! Contact
Howard Brandon, 753-4389 or
753-5960.
FOR SALE 2 tobacco
scaflold wagons. Call 753
5702
7,000 JOHN DEERE, 4 row
planter and 400 gallon 12 row
boom spray, trailer type
Call 753 1358 after 5pm. 
JOHN DEERE A, needs
some work, $200. 753-0760.
135 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor and equipment. 753
3608 after 5 pm. 
235 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor, 1976 with 500 hours,
three 12 inch plows, 8 foot
disc. Call 345-2189
SMALL FARMALL Cub
tractor and all equipment for
sale. Good condition. Call
753-8767 on Saturda is.
22. MUSICAL
WURLITZER PIANO. 7
months Old, excellent con
dltion, lust like new, must






PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 tiI5:00
PRICE HMI 11.2$
For hospital & hoes* Oa% piano WI 753-3685 ••• day la ad-
valise. Notary Pails Ionics.
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY
Montgomery Ward has an opening for
a Store Manager and a TBA
Management Trainee. This is a career
opportunity with company benefits.
Must be willing to relocate after
training. Apply to Mr. Raymond at the
Montgomery Ward Store, Mayfield

















































































































































































LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
22. MUSICAL
SANTA GpT caught in the
blizzard and left all his
Wurlitzer organs with vs.
Must sell at our cost, no down
payment, small monthly






FIREWOOD FOR sale Call
753.8170.
FOUR NEW Advent
speakers, 1 dual turntable,
510 with Fl grado.cartage, 1
J VC cassette recorder, 1
Soney roll to roll 11TC377,
one 40 watt Soney AM-FM
receiver with built on dual
1215 turntable. Call 753-3346
FOR SALE: Kentucky long
rifle kit, complete and with
wood working tools. Priced
to sell. Call 753-4862 after 5
pm.
FIREWOOD FOR sale,
hickory and oak, 517.50 and
up. Cutting near New Con-
cord. 437-4228.
FOR SALE electric '/2 inch
drive impact wrench with
adjustable torque. Call 753.
5702.







SIX WHEEL ATV land or
sea. 489-2570.
26. TV-RADIO
19 INCH COLOR t.v., $150
Phone 767-3864.
PIONER AM-FM cassette
car radio with graphic
equalizer and two tri axle
speakers. Call 753-3134.
TAKE UP payment of only
$15 a month on this 19 inch
color t.v. under warranty. J
& B Music, 753-7575.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1974 ACADEMY MOBILE
home, 12' X 60', excellent
condition. Phone 753-6170.
1972 ATLANTIC MOBILE
home, 12' X 65', 2 bedroom, 2
baths, central heat and air,
$4800. 753-4891.
1971 LANCER, 12' X 60', 3
bedroom, 1/2 bath, central
heat and air, partially fur-
nished, all appliances in-
cluding dishwasher, 10' X 14'
storage shed, underpinned,
located at Riveria Trailer




patio awnings and aluminum
carports. Call Jack Glover,
753-1873 after 6 pm. 
1969, 12' X 60' TWO
BEDROOM, furnished, all
electric. Call 489-2590 after
5:30 pm. 
1973 14' X 60' MOBILE
HOME, all electric, 2
bedroom, fully carpeted, in
gabd condition, call after 5
pm, 1.247-7928. 
12' X 55' MOBILE HOME,
furnished, $3000. Call 753-
si7mo e . NOME RENTS
FOR SALE! 11' X 36', two
bedroom trailer. Carpet,
furnished, except for back
bedroom, $17 per month:
Private lot, moving cheap.
753-5946.
SPACES AND homes for
families only apply at Fox
Meadows office, South 16th
Street, 10 am to 6 pm. 
TRAILER SPACES
available, Hazel K trailer
park, Hazel, Kentucky; city
water, sewer, and garbarge
uis_kup, office phone 492 8258. 
12' X 65', TWO BEDROOM,
water furnished. Call 753-
0957.
29. HEATING & COOLING
34. PETS-SUPPLIES,
AKC COCKERS, 8 weeks old




males, red females, black
and tan females $75 each No
checks please. 527.9700 after
A pm 
COCKER PUPS, 6 weeks old,
AKC registered, black and
buff colored, $75 each. 753
0662.
FULL BLOODED black and
silver German Shepherd
pups, $25 each 435-4481.
FULL BLOODED Irish
Setter puppies for sale. 759-
4605.
EARLY MORNING gas REGISTERED FRENCH
stove with blower. Call 436- Poodle puppies, $75 each.
2289.  Call 753-8333.
30. BUS. RENTALS
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753.3018
after 5 pm. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT: Furnished










disposal, washer and dryer
hook up, central heat and air.
Call 753-7550.
NICE, ONE bedroom fur-
nished apartment, suitable
for one person or married
couple, $75 deposit, $125 per
month. No pets. Call 753-4808.
TWO BEDROOM apartment
for rent. $100 per month,
water furnished, Lynn
Grove. 753-7874.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
VACANT LUXURY home, no
pets, $250 per month plus
deposit. 753.8333 after 5 pm.







200 BALES GOOD hay, $1.75
per bale Contact Howard
Brandon, 753-4389 or 753-5960
FOR SALE: Registered 6
year old, dapple grey,
Tennessee Walking mare,
spirited and stylish. 435-4525. 
HAY, .1,000 BALES, Grass-
Legume, $1 Louisville area
(812) 944-8780 or 944-9401.
LARGE ROUND bales of














puppies, black and yellow,
had shots, Joe R. Davis, 527-
5750. 9279.
ROOM TO ROAM
Choice new listing for the choosy house-hunter wan-
ting some elbow rcIom. Lovely 3 bedroom brick
home with electric heat pump and R-34 rated in-
sulation in ceiling. Attractive living room with
fireplace, dining room, kitchen and 1/2 baths. Home
Is situated on 5.75 acres with large barn and pond.
Also above ground swimming pool. All this at a
price sure to please-in the 40's. Don't delay -
phone us today. We work at YOUR convenience!
GOOD LOCATION for family living. Spacious
eat-in kitchen with home business center, large
living room, three bedrooms, bath and
economical central gas heat. City school district
convenient to shopping areas, located on
Keenland Drive. Shown by appointment only.
Priced for quick sale at $39,900. For more in-





41. PUBLIC SALES 
RESTAURANT EQUIP-
MENT for sale in one hot. 10
am, March 8, 1979 at Burger
Queen site, N 12th Street,
Murray, Kentucky.




and clear skies are in
abundance on this
acreage. .beautiful wooded
building sites, winding creek,
good bottom land. Choose
from 13, 42, 55, 85, 100 or 185
acres, wouldn't you rather
wake up to the scent of pines
and sound of rippling water
than horns and city
congestion. Call 753-1492 or




Yes, you'll fall in love




21/2 baths, 2 car
garage, redwood deck,
covered concrete
patio, and cedar fen-
ced rear yard for
privacy. Don't buy un-
til you have seen this
one. Priced at $62,500.
Phone 753-1222, Kop-
penid Realty.
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
With a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C Neubauer, Realtor,




South 121h at SycamOt•
TELEPHONE 753 1051
Back on the market
and reduced to
$25,506.06 is this seven
room house on over an
acre of land just two
miles south of Murray.
Seven closets, carpet
and range. New pump







With The Fnendly Touch"
SPACIOUS FAMILY
HOME. . . Start your
Spring without being







Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
UP, UP, and away.. .atop the
hill, you will find a wide view
from your white brick split
level, 3 or 4 bedroom home
All away from the city but
yet just minutes from town
and lake. Dial 753.1492 or 753






Home and 21 acres to
help pay for it. Three
bedrooms, 1/2 baths,
living room with large
woodburning fireplac-
e, central heat and air,
and also 1000 ft. of
frontage on blacktop





, IWO Untaist filature Syndicate ow
17. MOTORCYCLES
1975 HONDA GL 1000 Call
7S3-8019.
48. USED CARS
1176 Olds Dohs U Cestem, 4
Moe, hardteip, power sees
owl Wu, tit volooni, AM/141
sterws, saw mew, I u-
s:dew! oswiltiaa. Call 753-
8877 or 753-2414.
1975 BUCK ELECTRA
custom, low mileage, air,
power. Call 753-4563, 8 am to
5 pm, after 5.436-5613. 
1973 CHEVELLE SS, bucket
seats, 350. 436-5664.
1973 CHARGER, 78,500
miles, body, engine good,
$700 Call 767-6102 after 5 pm 
1972 CHEVELLE, 2 DOOR,
red with black vinyl top,
$1200 or best offer. 753-0581.




MEXICO/5 BIG OIL OUTPUT WHEN I 0s7teearai fntge,r b4rpamkes and air. 753-
READ ABOUT -THEIR 011_ SPILLS. H 197/ CHEVY 1,2 TON pickup.
759.4605
I'LL BELIEVE ALL. THIS TALI< ABOUI
43. REAL ESTATE
It's "Cent s- Able"
To Buy Instead
Of Rent
Call today for an ap-
pointment to see this
neat 2-bedroom home
near the University.







this to turn that mon-
thly rent into equity.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street. Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
little clean-up and fix-up for
real enjoyment. $26,750. By
appointment only. Fenced
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone













With The rienell Toth h
BRAND NEW. . . 4
Bedrm., 21/2 bath
quality home, w/2,900
sq. ft. Many distinc-
tive features including
fireplace w/heatolato-
r, wet bar, compactor,
plush carpeting,
sewing/hobby rm.
Large Lot - Double
Garage W/paved
drive. Call Us Today.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
WOW! IT looks like ahouse
but has double in
come.. three bedrooms, den,
living room plus large bath
on one side and the other has
two bedrooms, living room
and bath Great location!
Call 753-1492 or 437-4446






Very nice 3 bedroom





Hwy. 299 and Poor




ning stove, low elec-
tric bills, 3 bedrooms,
tile & marble bath,
utility room, paved
drive, new septic tank
and field tile, new













Retirement Catalpa] 2 RR
his.. sit 625 Brea Word for
cow* plow*. retirement.
Let Hs 'win spot to grew
fresh worttaists. Also has








With The Friends Touch"
OFF WITH THE OLD
& ON WITH THE




rm., dining rm., kit-
chen w/range,
refrigerator, disposal.
21/2 acres, barn, great
for horses. ONLY
$32,000. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
FOR SALE by owner, 56 acre
farm 3 bedroom house, large
garage, $60,000 Call 436-2140 
FOR SALE 80 acre farm
close to Johnathon Creek in
the northeast section of the
County. This farm has good
development potential.
Asking price S500 per acre.
For more information call
753-3347 or 753-0342.
06. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR SALE by owner: 1635
Catalina, 3 bedroom brick
home with carport, 2 baths
new carpet throughout, has
economical central gas
heating, large fenced in
backyard, double car drive.
Shown only by appointment.











house, family room, 2 full
baths, near University. 753-
5791 or 753 2649
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME, 3
way power, 350 engine, 753-
5859
FOR SN,E: 1970 Buick GS,
350, factory mags, and new
radial tires, good body and
good mechanically. 753-2763
days, 753-6554 nights. 
FOR SALE or trade: 1977
Mazda GLC, 4 speed, air
conditioned, great shape, one
owner. (901)642-67/2.








FOR SALE: 1972 Torino, 4
door, has good gas mileage,
air conditioning, power
steering, $1200. 492-8224 or
753-3241
GAS SAVER, 1971 Toyota
Corona for sale. 753-6100.
1974 MUSTANG II, white
with half blue vinyl top.
Excellent condition. Call 474-
2347 after 2 pm
1974 OLDS CUTLASS
Supreme stationwagOn,
automatic, air, cruise, AM.
FM radio, radial tires. 436-
5610. i
1976 OLDS DELTA 88
Royale, 4 door, all power,
air. AM.FM stereo,
tapedeck, grey with maroon
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles,
53595. 753.1499 after 5 pm.
1968 PLYMOUTH
SATELLITE, air con-
ditioning, good engine, $550
or best offer. 753-5426.
1971 TOYOTA CORONA,
good condition with air.
Phone 753.6100.
1977 VW RABBIT, 4 speed,
sport design, front wheel
drive, 33,000 miles, in ex-
cellent condition, $3150. Call
753-2316 after 5 pm. 
SO. USED TRUCKS
1978 AND 1974 FORD pickups
for sale, 753 8500.
1974 CHEVY PICKUP, step
side, short wheel base,
wheels, roll bar, fog lights,
AM-FM stereo, sharp. $2250.
753-0824.
1974 CHEVROLET
FLEETSIDE pickup, 350 CC
engine, ) 2 ton. Browning CB.
Twin Hustler antenna, white
tarp with body snaps covers
bed. Call 753-3875
1976 CJ -5 RENEGADE,
power steering, V8, 3 speed,
lock in hubs Levi top and
interior, big tires and wheels,
27,000 miles. Call 489-2434
after 5 pm. 
1970 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
V8, straight shift. Call 436-
2400 after 4 pm
OUTSTANDING DISTRIBUTORSHIP
OPPORTUNITY
Every home, business or industry has need for our
products. Can you imagine yourself distributing a
series of units that can save 10% to 30% and over in
the electric power bill? These are fast selling
products in a field that isn't saturated. The earning
potential is unlimited. Customers are eager to tell
their friends and acquaintances. Excellent business
check, out. CALL NOW (day or night) TOLL FREE
1/800/824-7888, Operator 495 for quick reply.
















throughout, AM FM and tape
player,$2650 Call 753-4445. 
1974 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
automatic, power and air,
tool box, auxiliary gas tank,
heavy duty springs, six ply
tires, $2150. 459-2595
1978 FORD RANGER




steering, short wide bed,
excellent condition, $3500
Call 489.2595.
1976 Fl SO, POWER
STEERING and brakes, 4
wheel drive, white spoke
wheels and wide tires, AM
FM tape, brush gourd, fog
lights and cab lights, 30,000
miles, short wheel base. 474-
2384.
1967 FORD LWB, V8,
standard, cover, good body,




automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels. Sold through
March 31st. White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94. 753
0605.
GET READY for Spring, see
the many new and used
recreational vehicles.
Arrowhead Camper Sales,
Highway 80 east, Mayfield,
Kentucky. 247 8187. 
52. BOATS & MOTORS
12 FOOT ALUMINUM boat,
motor and trailer. $300. Also
dodge station wagon, $200.
Call 436.2294.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,









and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
53. SERVICESOFFERED
CAN'T GET those small lobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-




or dry cleaning.' Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827. 
CARPENTERS
AVAILABLE to do
remodeling, etc. Call for
estimates, 753-6122 or 492
8465 after 4 pm.
CUSTOM GRADING and
driveway work. 753-6244. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Roger
Hudson We also do grading
and backhoe work, also
stockpile lime. For free
estimates call 753-4545 or 753.
6763.
GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
tanks, metal buildings,
custom building: wood
frame or metal frame.
Complete log buildings on a






753-2310 for free estimates.
HAVING TROUBLE getting
those plumbing jobs done?
Then call 7516614.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde. Free
estimates, no obligation
Kentucky-Tennessee
Insulation, Rt.7, Box 258,
Murray, KY, 42071, (502)435-
4527.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.




and tax service, Railroad
Ave., Murray. 753-4636 or 753.
3996.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,





call Ernest White, 753-0605
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air







PING, driveways and small
lobs a speciality, also pat-
ching and seal coating. 753-
1537.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now- all oak- $25 rick Call
John Boyer at 753-8536
PLUMBING AND heating
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service,
call 382 2442 days or nights or
382.2791 days.
TUTORING OFFERED,
well qualified, 753.3253. 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning,
remodeling and repairs
around the home. 753.2211.
WILL PREPARE your 1978
Income tax returns in my
home. 753-6828.
WILL BABYSIT Monday
through Friday, from 6 am to
5 pm. Call after 5, 753.8659,
ask for Teresa.
$5. FEED & SEED
SOYBEAN SEED for sale,
certified essix, registered
essix, and registered union.
See Bobby Mitchell or call
753 2318.
56. FREE COLUMN
CALICO CAT, 1 year old,
female, spayed, will make




furnished house, 5 miles
from Murray. $50 per month.




Kopperud Realty located at 711 Main Street, has been
appointed a Broker Member with Guaranteed Homes, Inc. of Lake
Saint Louis, Missouri, according to Bill Kopperud Broker. Through this af-
filiation they will be able to offer, on homes they list or sell, a one year
limited warranty on certain working equipment such as the heating
system, central air-conditioner, electrical and plumbing systems and fix-
tures, water heaters and softeners, ductwork and built-in appliances
(oven, range, garbage disposals and dishwashers).
If repair or replacement becomes necessary, as provided for in the
CHI Service Contract, a toll free call to G/11 will bring a local repair
specialist. The homeowner would be required to pay only a modest








With The Fnendli, Tout Ii
Serving The Entire Purchase Area
MURRAY MAYFIEL1





And what a nice place to be when one wants to be alone! Set on 12 tendable
acres, this quality home offers 3 bedrooms, great rm. W/fireplace, formal
dining, central heat di air. Large outside storage building. ONLY $49,900.
VACANT AND READY FOR YOU!
This 3 bedroom, neat home with extra lot, brand new on the market, economical
gas heat, newly roofed, carpeted, large upstairs bedroom. A good investment






, Homer Miler 753-7519
1.1. Nook 753-2317
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R. H Bob) Robbins died
Wednesday at 11130 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 79 years of
age and a resident of 502 Olive
Street, Murray.
The Murray man was a
retired electrician, and was a
member of the First Christian
Church, Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons,
and Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order orthe Eastern Star.
Born June 20, 1899, in Graves
County, he was the son of the
late William C. Robbins and
Ida Hale Robbins.
Mr. Robbins is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Nelle Trousdale
Robbins, to whom ihe was
married on Dec. 23, 1928; one
sister, Mrs. Pauline Sevar,
Midland, Texas; one niece,
Mrs. Martha C. Owens, and
me nephew, Paul R. Crosswy,
both of Paris, Tenn.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos officiating
and Mrs. Otto Erwin as
organist.
Pallbearers will be Tommy
Lavender, Norman Hale, Ila
E. Douglass, Howard
McNeely, Bennie George, and
Perry Hendon. Burial will
follow in the Maplewood
Cemetery in Paris, Tenn.





Merida M. Carroll, 406
North Sixth Street, Murray,
died this morning at 12:55 at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 74 years of
age.
The Murray man was a
retired carpenter and a
member of a Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 26, 1904, in Ola,
Ark., he was the son of
Maurice Carroll, who sur-
vives, and the late Fannie
Hale Carroll.
Mr. Carroll and his wife,
Mrs. Sylvia Bunch Carroll, to
whom he was married on Aug.
8, 1926, moved to Murray from
Columbia, Tenn., 19 months
ago.
Survivors include his wife;
his father, Maurice Carroll,
Sacramento, Calif.; three
sisters, Mrs. Sybil Poteete,
Marrilton, Ark., and Mrs.
Dorothy Ridgeway and Mrs.
Ratha McLeod, Sacramento,
Calif.; two brothers, E. A. and
Archie Carroll, Sacramento,
Calif.; several nieces and
nephews.
' The funeral will be held
-Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating
and Mrs. Oneida White as
organist and soloist. Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m. on
Friday.
RIVER & LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 355.6,
up 0.1.
Below dam 327.9, up 1.3.
Barkley lake 7 a.m. 355.6,
no change.
Below dam 335.4, down .08.




Nathan E. Gossum, brother
of Mrs. James (June) Wilson
of Murray, died suddenly
shortly before noon Tuesday.
He was stricken with a heart
attack while working in
Murray and was pronounced
dead on arrival at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The deceased was 72 years
of age, a resident of 202 East
Drive, Fulton, and an em-
ployee of Burnette Tractor
Company, Fulton. He served
as Water Valley Postmaster
for many years and also
owned and operated Gossum's
Welding Shop at Water Valley
before moving to Fulton two
years ago.
Mr. Gossum was a member
of the Water Valley Church of
Christ. Born Aug. 30, 1906, he
was the son of the late Walter
Gossum and Delia Jones
Gossum of Hickman County.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lillian Foy Gossum, to
whom he was married for 51
years; two sons, Richard Foy
Gossum and Kenneth Nathan
Gossum, and one grandson,
Kenley Gossum, Fulton; three
sisters, Mrs. Wilson, Murray.
Mrs. Jim (Mazelle) Williams,
Atlanta, Ga., and Mrs. Stanley
(Mary Lou) Phillips, Owen-
sboro; one brother, R. E
Gossum, Sun City, Calif.
The funeral was held this
morning at 10:30 atthe chapel
of the Hornbeak Funeral
Home, Fulton, with Lake
Riley and Harvey Lynn Elder
officiating. Burial was in the
Water Valley Cemetery.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
USDA — Cattle 700; slaughter
steers and.-heifers untested;




Slaughter cows utility 48.00-
54.00; high dressing utility
54.00-57.75; cutter 46.00-52.00;
canner and cutter under 800 lb
42.00-46.00;
Slaughter bulls 1365 lb 72.00;
1-2 1280-2180 lb 64.00-69.25;
Slaughter calves and
vealers choice 150-300 lb
vealers 93.00-105.00; feeder
steers choice 280-460 lb 98.25-
113.50; 535-665 lb 85.00-92.00;
mixed good and choice 350-600
lb 89.00-99.00; heifers choice
250-340 lb 89.00-98.00; 450-505 lb
81.00-87.00; mixed good and
choice 350-615 lb 74.50-87.00;
good 350-500 lb 71.50-75.50;
Hogs 500: barrows and gilts
1.25 lower; 1-2225-236 lb 52.35-
52.50: 215-245 lb 51.90-52.35; 2-3
200-290 lb 50.00-50.75; sows
1.00-1.50 lower; 1-2 475-645 lb
48.75-50.00; 300-500 lb 46.60-
47.10; boars over 300 lb 39.75-
41.00; under 300 lb 34.00-38.25;
Sheep 25; untested.
Stock Market
Pncea at stock at local interest at
noon. EDT, today, hrnished to the
Ledger ik Times by First at Michigan.
Corp., at Mtwray, are as follows:
Industrial Average +1.31
Air Products 
Arnertcao Motors  +80
Aildand Oil  +11
American Telephone  -144
Bonen=31kB 4)4A
Chrysler No 'Dads























George Landolt John Boyer
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TREE SERVICE
NA Officials Criticized For Rate Hikes
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Tennessee Valley Authority
officials appearing before a
U.S. Senate subcommittee
studying their request for a
federal appropriation were
sharply criticized for the
agency's rate hike trend.
Sen. James R. Sasser, D-
Tenn., launched the harshest
attack Wednesday, calling the
TVA's electricity rate in-
creases during the last decade
"inflationary on their face"
and going in the wrong
direction.
A 6.5 percent rate increase
was approved by the TVA
board last week.
Hog Market
Federal-Slate Market News Service
March 1, 1273
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 207 Est 350 Barrows &
Gilts .25 to mostly 50 lower Sows wider
MO steady to .50 lower over 500 $1.00 to
$2.00 lower
US 1-2 300-230 Ibis $51 75-52.00 few 52.50
US 2 200440 the 151,50-51.75
US 2-3 240-250 lbe 150,50-51 50
US 2-4 200-300 lbs 149.50-50.50
Saws
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 145.00-0.00
US 1-3 300-450 the 14400-4600
US 14 450-500 lbs  $46.00-47.00
US 1-3 500450 lbs. 347.00-411.00 few 48.50
US 2-3300400 I be  343.00-44.00
Boars $34 50-30 00
Electricity rates have gone
up 200 percent since 1969,
Sasser said.
Although TVA rates are still
about one-third less than the
national average, they once
were one-half that average, he
told board chairman S. David
Freeman. "The trend is in the
wrong direction," considering
•11 the area have been
1, art zur five years at about
8t ercent of the national
average, Sasser said.




defending the utility's request











impatient and already sup-
porting key Egyptian
demands, opens new Mideast
peace talks tonight with
Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin.
The outlook for wrapping up
a treaty did not appear bright
as Carter prepared for what
he says will be "a frank
discussion of the issUes."
WASHINGTON (AP) —U.S.
ability to monitor Soviet
missile tests apparently has
suffered a significant setback
after a guerrilla attack on a
second major intelligence-
gathering station in Iran.




sitive equipment at the station
in northeast Iran before
fleeing to Tehran. The sources
asked not to be identified.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter, yielding to
anticipated political op-




development programs in the
Commerce Department and
turn the Interior Department
into a Department of Natural
Resources, sources said.
The president's decision,
expected to be announced
today, caps two years of bitter
battles between Cabinet of-
ficers and between top White
' House aides over who would-




citing signs of worsening
inflation and a bleak in-
ternational trade situation as
new evidence that the nation's




another report today on its
leading economic indicators,






spiritual leader of the Islamic
revolution that drove Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
from power, returned to his
native holy city of Iran today
to a triumphant welcome after
14 years of exile.
Tens of thousands of
jubilant Shiite Moslems
braved the morning cold to get
a glimpse of the 78-year-old
religious patriarch. The




— China said today it would
withdraw from Vietnam if the
Vietnamese would leave
Cambodia. But the Chinese
said they were sure the
Vietnamese would not accept
the challenge.
"The main trend of world
public opinion is that Vietnam
should withdraw from
Kamd( Cambodia) and China
from Vietnam," Peking's
official Hsinhua news agency
said.
PEKING (AP) — Treasury
Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal hoisted the
American flag above the first
U.S. Embassy on the Chinese
mainland since 1949 today as
the Chinese and American
governments completed the
process of establishing normal
diplomatic relations.
China was to raise its liaison
office in Washington to em-
bassy status with a similar









YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO PASS UP THESE BUYS
153(892022
15" DIAGONAL MEASUREMENT
100% SOLID STATE BLACK & WHITE
PORTABLE TV
• 100% Solid State Chassis
• VHF "Pre-Set" Fine Tuning
• Set-And-Forget Volume
Control





• "Daylight Bright" Picture Tube
• Up-Front Controls
• DC Restoration







• Color Monitor II System • Blac
k Matrix In-Line Picture
• Electronic Tuning - With
Single-Knob Convenience
• Light Sensor
• 100% Solid State Chassis




• VIR "Broadcast Controlled'
Color
• Light Sensor
• 100% Solid State Chassis










• Black Matrix In-Line Picture
Tube

















• Modular Chassis Design




• "Tilt-Out" Control Bin
• Sharpness Control
• Cable-Ready g Antenna
Connector
• Line Voltage Regulator
• Set-And-Forget Volume
Control
Complete antenna and tower work done.
25YM9(126L
MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 EAST MAIN ST.
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Business!"
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS. OWNERS PHONE 753158b
